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MOUNT VERNON, OHIO i TUESDAY, MARCH 26,1861.

Volume xxiv.
DJ't. UelrnoT) 2)etoocW)tic ^npelr
IS PUELISHEH EVERY TCESPAY MORNING,

BY JL. HARPER.

‘Office in WondNard’s Block-, Third Story
TERMS—Two Dollars per annum, payable l’tt ad
vance ; $2.50 within six months ; $3,00 after the ex
piration of the year.

(Mjotce loetw,
From the New York Day Book.

Y© Flyght of Y© Rayl-Splytter.

X BALLAD.
Of all ye flights (hat ever were flown,

By several persons, or one alone—
Of Science,or Dr. Franklin's kite;
Of "Mincie” Raymond, away from the flight;

■Or the flight of Professer Lowe’s halloon,
3from hore to England, one day at noon;
The funniest flight—of tho dreariest bore—
Was Abraham’s flight through Baltimore!

II.

Weary and worn, like a hunted moose,
Limbs like tho windmill, hanging loose,
'Quaking at hoart and flighty at head.

The O.d Rail-Splitter—ho went to bed.
But scarce in his blankets enveloped win he,
Whon he cried, “I am struck with a bright idee,
Procure me hithor—and don’t be long—A hot rum toddy, and make it strong!”

III.
New various dreams are like to come
From a brimming beaker of good old rum;
And some of them, too, are just as bad
As any that Tam O’Shantor had.
And so, when Abraham laid him down,
To dream of doing tho southerners ‘brown,’
It chanced that a phantasy, bloody and grim,
Came sailing ovor and lit on him!

IV.
Dead men tossed about like stones;
Broken bridges; blood and bones;
‘Grinning death’s heads, such as grace
Every antique burial place;
Daggers, pistols, bludgeons, guns,
Thunder-showers of red-hot buns; —
These he saw. or seemed to see.
All because of the “bright idee!”

V.
Then suddenly, in from the murky night
There came a messenger, wild with fright,
And he .aid to .Abrahiun, whirr he In,,
■“Het up. old fellow, and semay awa\!”
So the dismal phantoms of sleep gave place
Tv a very practical view of the case;
And the Kail-Splitter said, us ho looked at him,
—''John,
•Just wait till I get my trowsers on!”
VI.
So he swore an osth. by the Kingdom Come,
That Salon was in that glass of rum!
And he said, “may 1 never split rails again,
tf i don’t run off by a special train!
Then, shrouded closely, up to lhe eyes.
With a cloak and a eolli.-h cap likewise,
He left his people dissolved in brine,

Afi-d ran awwy *« the clock struck nine.

vir.
•Swiftly along tho Central Road

the fiery hofwe with his pr teious load;
And at every snort he ye'evaed to say,
“ ’Cis v We stern gentieinan, running away!
The greatest hegira under the sun!
•Sea if it isn’t a gloriout run!”
Thus H'snest Ab'raw"', -safe
sound,
f-j jod at last o’n the Capitol gvotind.
VIII,
Ah, very noble it seems to bo
This modern standard of chivalry!
And very noble and very grand
II the ohiefest magnate in tho land,
Ahrabaui Lincoln, stalwart ami tall,

Who ran away quakiug trout nothing at all!
The “Honest Unde,” in 61‘

Who skulked in tho night to Washington !

A BALLAD OF THE »AY»
Alii— I’liiZ-ec l> .allle.

[We find the following clever rquih done iU
tliyino in tho Louisville C»tni*r. It would not do
to wiite history, but its malice it lost in Its humor.
C’luciitiKtli' C'u<iiz/i«rciuZ.

Uncle Abe lind gone to bed--»Th-o night was dark and rainy-—

A laurelled night-cap oil his head,
’War down in Pennsylvniiy,
/irjratu—Lanky Lincoln camo to town,
In night and wind and rain, sir,

Wrapped in a military cloak,
Upon a special train, sir,
Anil there he lay, just six foot four,
Not apprehendin’ danger.
When Kurnel Sumner opo’d the door.
And utherud in a stranger.
Lanky Lincoln, tfce.

The stranger winked one of his eyes,
Says “I’m a trav’lin* prophet;
I come to give some good adviee,
I hope you will not scoff it.
Lanky Lincoln, «fco.
“Jeff Davis ho has sot a trap,
And If it don’t miscarry.
Instead of goin’ to Uncle Sam
lie’ll send you to Old Harry.
Lanky Lincoln, Ao.

“Upon to-morrow,s train he’s put
A bomb shell nnd torpedo,
Likewiso assassins, eight or ten,
As many as you need—oh!
Lanky Lincoln, ttc.
“Bosidcs ho’s tried upon the track
A roarin’ bull of Bastian,

And when the train runs over him,
My eye! won’t there bo sinashin’!
Lanky Lincoln, Ac.
“And then they’ve got some cannon thero,
And’ll blaze away like thunder,
And spile your whole tea party, and
Likewise your lot of plunder.”

Lanky Lincoln, Ao.
The stranger ceased, the stranger sloped,
And up spaao Mr. Judd, sir:
“The Slave-Power’s after you, Old Abe—
They menu to have your blood, sri!”
Lanky Lincoln, Ac.
Then Kurnel Sumner up and spoke__
The tears run from his eyo, sir_
“Take a soldier’s advice,” said ho,
“I think you’d better fly, sir!”
Lauky Lincoln, Ac.

They went and got a special train,
At midnight’s solemn hour,
And in a cloak and Scotch plaid shawl,
lie dodged from the Slave-Power.
Lanky Lincoln, Ac.
Thus Abe dodged into Washington,
For his inauguration,
In a military cloak and shawl,
Becoming to his station.
Lank? Lincoln, Ac.

Now when the Wide Awakes go South,
(I make yon no assertion.)
I only ask it Lincoln loads
The army of Coercion ?
Lanky Lincoln, <£e,

Will ho bring Judd and Saunter, too,
(I ask for information,)
And come upon a special train,
To "hip the Southern Nation ?

Lanky Lincoln, tfce-

SENATOR DOUGLAS
tiINCOL.W’8 i.VULlKlIi.

his party platfoVAi should be taken As an act of
patriotism, and not as an act of infidelity. If he
understood him, Mr. Lincoln had stink the parti
san in the patriot, and was entitled for this to
the thanks of all conservative men. Redid not
want it to be inferred that he sympathized with
the Administration, or ih any contingency that
he and the President would be associated. He
expected to oppose his Administration on those
great principles which separated the parties in
former times; but on questions looking to the
preservation of the Union by peaceable means,
and the Settlement of the subject 0‘ Slavery by
amendment to the Constitution, if he tind’erstood
the President's true meaning, be was with him.
He believed he had put a proper construction on
these parts of the inaugtiral. He believed the
President is going to live up to it. He would
not surrender this opinion until there should be
reasons to change it. The Union cannot be pre'
served by war, cannot be maintained by blood.—
It can only be done by peaceable means, and fu
ture difficulties can be prevented only by const?
tutional amendments to settle the Slavery ques
tion by express provisions. These two remedies
are clearly marked out by the President in his in*
augural. He would ask the Administration to
live up io the line of policy here indicated. So
far from taking any political advantage, he would
commend the act as one of high patriotism,
while he dissented from the President, and would
maintain his own opposition on all other ques
tions.
Mr. Clingman replied, reiterating that Ligcoln
meant war. He said:
The Senator from Illinois says the President
is willing to acquiesce in the amendments to the
constitution, and the Crittenden proposition.
Mr. Douglas explained that he did hot say Mr.
Lincoln would have no objection to the people
amending the constitution.
Mr. Clingman rejoining.—The only effect is
that Mr. Lincoln will not interfere to prevent the
people from amending the constitution.
Mr. Douglas — He had declared he is in favor
of the people doing it.
Mr. Clingrttan rhsUnied, asking how long would
it take for them to amend the constitution?

Population of thb State of Ohio, by Coun
ties, for the years 1850 and 1860.

Fish Breeding.
The Artificial propagation of fish has proved
& complete success in Europe; the Tay breeding
boxes, established in 1857, turn out 500,000
young salmon every year; the Irish breeding
places have also succeeded admirably; the arti
ficial lake at Htiuingue, near Basle, covering 70
acres, is doing much to re-people the exhausted
rivers of France with Fish. Encouraged by Eui
topean artificial pisciculture, several gentlemen
on Long Island, at their villas in Westchester
CouDty and upon the Hudson, have tried it, aud
make no more of taking a string of fine troct
out of their ponds, than would an old fashioned
farmer a pullet from hia barn-yard.

than a hound pup can lick a skillet they will
make enough buncombe-lather to wash the golden
flock that roams abroad theasuremeadauf heaven.
[Cheers and laughter.] I allude to the starry
firmament.

NUMBER 49;
gate. Suddinly they kommenced tor to boo**
and larf iu a boysterous stile. Stz i good poo
pie what's up? Sez they, them's great worx oU
man. I immejitly looked up to where my
worx was and my bind biles aa i thiog of th*
site which met my gaza. I hope to he dodratr
bsrtid if them aforesaid raskals hadn’t gone and
pat an old kaved in hat enter George Washing*
ton’s bed and sbuved a short black clay pip* la
ter his math. His nose they had painted red
and his trowsis legs they had shoved inside his
bates. My wax figares of Napoleon Boneypart
was likewize maltreated, his sword was dar.glic
tween his legs, his cocked bat was drawn kleen
down over his ize and he was placed lh a stoop*
pin poBisbun zactly as tho he Was drunk as a
failed owl. Gineral Taylot was standin on his
bed and Wingfield Sdota coattales was pind evsr
his bed and his trowsis were completely tort* orf
hisself. My wax worx representing the lord’s
last supper was likewise aboosed. I'hree of the
Postels were under the table, and two of them
had OH old tarpowlin hats and regged pee jack
ets and ware smokiu pipes. Judas Iskarrioti
had on a cocked hat and was apparently drinkia
at a botti! of whisky sot before him. This ere
spectercal was too much fur mtl. I closed the
Show and then drowned my sorrers ih the flowin
boWl. Probly iie rit* you again before i takg
my depai-tufe bb the summer campain.”
----------------- ------------------ —

[Compiled from the U. S. Census, for tho Cincinnati
The speaker. The gentlemen is out of order.
Gazette.
He
must confine himself to the question.
1850
Counties.
I860
..... . ...... 18 943
20 323
Mr. Riley. Just retain your lineu if yon please.
Senator Douglas made aspeeeh in the United
Allftn......... . ............. 12.116
19.282
I’ll stick to the text as close a pitch plaster to a
States Senate, on the 7th inst-., in reply to Sena
Ashland......... ............. 23 826
21,639
plank, or a lean pig to hot jom rock. [Cries of
tor Wigfall, of Texas, in which he gave his con
.
.............
28,767
Ashtabula.....
32,231
go on,” “you’ll do.”
struction of Lincoln’s Inaugural as follows':
.............. 18.217
Athens
21,801
“ Mr. Douglas could not consent that the SertAuglaize........ .............. 11,341
I want to say of these carboniferons gentle
17,396
ator’s remarks should gt) Out unanswered. He
Belmont....... .............. 34,599
36,366
men, these igneous individuals, these detonating
had read tfa- Inaugural carefully, with a view of
Brown .......... ............ 27,334
30.139
demonstrators, these pereginous volcanoes, cOme
Understanding what the policy of the Adminis
Butler........... ...........30,794
35,167
on with your combustibles I If I don’t—well,
tration is to be, as indicated therein. It is char
Carroll......... ............... 17,685
16,038
acterized by great ability and with gteat direct
I’ll suck the gulf of Mexico through a goose quill*
Champaign... .............. 19,743
22,740
ness ou certain points. A critical analysis is
Clark ............ .............. 22,174
25,445
[Laughter and applause.] Perhaps you thiuk I
necessary to arrive at the true construction. He
Clermont...... ............. 30,449
33,079
am diminutive tubers and sparse in the mundane
had partially made an analysis, and had come
Clinton........... .............. 18,837
21,539
elevation.
You may discover, gentlemen, you
to the conclusion lhai it was a peace rather than
..............
33.601
Columbiana ..
32,616
a war message. He had examined it candidly
are laboring Under as great misapprehensions as
Coshocton ..... ............... 25,671
A Hit on Carl Sohun.
25.026
and critically, and thought there was no founda
Crawford....... ............... 18,177
24,165
The Washington correspondent of the India* though you had incinerated your inner vestment.
tion tor a difference of opinion. On the contrary,
Cuyahoga..... .............. 48,105
78,258 napolis Journal (Republican) says:
In the language of the noble bard.
there is a distinct pledge that the policy of the
Darke........ ... ............ 20,277
25,834
“ I was borh In a thicket
“
Outside
of
Indiana,
it
is
rumored
that
the
Administration shall be conducted exclusively
Defiance........ ............... 6,966
12.075
To be ifeated by a cricket."
with :eference to a peaceful solution, but it was
Delaware....... ............... 21,814
24,569 self'Sacrificing patriot who offered himself to our
[Applause.]
not as explicit aa he (Douglas) desired. He then
Erie .............. ............... 18,578
people
during
the
canvass
at
the
rate
of
four
24.671
Sir, we hate lost our proper position. Our
quoted front the inaugural in support of his po
Fairfield....... ............... 30.257
39,623 hundred dollars a week, Carl Schurz, is to go to
sition, saying, Unless the means be furnished, the
Fayette.......... .............. 12,736
15.920 Sflrdihia, tarfeiefe he ^lil he sacrificed for fourteen proper poSilidh is to the zenith and nadir—our
President cannot execute the laws. He thought
............... 42,880
50 5«»G
heads to the one, our heels to the other, at right
the President in his remarks on this subject was
Fulton .......... ............... 7.780
UJ31 thousand a year, to the exclusion of glorious old angle with the horizon, spanded by that azure
referring to the future action of Congress giving
Gallia............ ............... 17.064
22,208 Casa. Clay, who has fought the common foe with
him power to enforce obedience to them. The
Geauga ......... ............. 17.823
18.100 out jjay for forty years. These things make me are of the lustrous firmament, bright with the
President must have b»en aware that in 1832, a
curru8cations of innumerable constellations, and
Green............ ............... 21,947
26.778 indignant, and I cau'l help it.”
law passed to enable President Jackson to en
Guernsey....... ............... 30,472
24 658
proud as a speckled horse on county court day.
Ah Amusing Law Casfl:
It
seems,
from
the
above,
that
Schurz
made
force the revenue laws in the port of Charleston.
216^095
Hamilton...... .............. 156,850
[Cheer.]
Some
years
ago in Newcastle county, Dels*
The act expired in two years. Was it to be sup
Hancock...... ............... 16.774
23,006 money out of his speeches iu the Prssidehtial
“But hoW have the mighty fallen,” in the lan* ware, an Irishman was knocked down and rob
posed that Mr. Lincoln thought he had more
Hardin .......... .............. 8,251
14,070 campaign.
power without than Gen. jacksoU had with the
gunge Uf the poet Silversmith. We have lost bed. He accused a man bf having committed
Harrisou........ ............... 20,160
--------- ------------------ 1------19.466
aid of legislation ?
Henry............ ............... 3,432
9,001 What Great ihorburn says of HiffisblF. bur proper positibh. We Lave assumed a slosh- the robbery, and in dub time the case came to trial
He repeated, when the President pledges him
Highland ...... ............... 25.781
27,455
Thatexcellent old man, Grant Thorburn tvrites ludicuiar or a diagonological position. And what The Irishman beifag upon the stand, was crossself to collect the revenue And enforce the laws,
Hocking.;..... ............... 14,119
17,023
to
the Observer, under date of February 18.— is the cause? Echo answers “biinfcothbe,” sir, examined after having sworn positively to tbs
unless Congress withholds the requisite means,
Holmes.......... ............... 20,458
20,640
is he not to bo understood that his act is depen
Huron........... ............... 26.203
30.359 “This day I entet oh thy eighty-ninth year. Mine “buncombe.” The people have been fed bn bun guilt of the prisoner, by oue of tne keenest law.
dent on the future course of Congress? He
Jackson..:;;... ............... 12,724
*
#
*
*
*
*
*
*
17,921 eyes, ears ahd limbs fail, otherwise my health is combe, while a lot of spavined, ringbonbd, ham yers, and something like the following was the
thought th it was the proper construction of the
25,140 good. I eat, sleep and saw stovewood, as comfort, strung, wind-galled, swyneyed, splithoofed; dis result:
Mr. Douglas would say now, if Mr. Lincoln Jefferson...... .............. 29,133
inaugural, for the President ssyB: “ He shall had declared for that amendment alone and Knox.......... ............... 28,870
27,734
“You say the prisoner at the bar is the aae
perform his duty as far as practicable, unless his against all others, he would have showed that he Lake........... .............. 14,655
15,424 ably as I did twenty years ago. I am asked how tempered, pollsvilled, pot-bellied politicians have
rightful masters, the American people, shall with Was not williiig to give security to the South.— Lawrence..... - ........... 15,247
23,262 I have lived. I itnatve), I never fras drunk in my had their noses ih the public crib until there who assaulted and robbed you?”
hold the requisite rtifeatts, or in some authorita He says he would not recommend it, but inas Licking ....... .............. 38.745
“Yes,”
37,088 life, I never ate enough since 1798; I have worn Aiu’t fodder enough left to make gruel for a tick
tive mauner direct the contrary?’ The President much as another portion of the inaugural covers Logan...;..... ............... 19,168
20,992 white flannel next to my skin, from tojr heck to graS&hopper. [Cheers and laughter.]
“WaS it by moonlight when the o»oorreac4
further sa\8: ‘‘The power confided to me will the wholU point and would give an express pro- Lorniii......;.. .............. 26,091
21.613 my ankle, summer and winter. Hence, I never
Sir, these hungry brats keep tugging at the took place?”
be used to hold, occupy and possess the property, j vision Where there is uohe, he takes himself out Lucas........... ............... 12,381
25,015
and places belonging to the government, and to i c
.
, ' .
“Divil a bit iv it.”
13.076 felt a rheumatic pain, nor fiead&che; I have felt publio p&p. They say; “ let down your milk'
. 6 , .
.v
, ,
of the catagory. inasmuch as the President cov Madison........ ............... 10,012
collect the duties and imports ; but beyond what j
..
. ■ .
• >•
26,814 the toothache and some twinges cf the neart Sucky, or you’ll B&te a split bag.” Do they
“Was it starlight?”
. -r . !;
. 7me whole
wnuie
question m
in
,
..,, , Iicis
ers the
questiou
dispute he is not liable Mahoning .... ............... 23,733
may be necessary tor these objects, there will be
.... ..
‘
12,554
Marion .......
15 891 among the bonnie Yankee lasses, to remind me think they can stuff such buncombe down our
“Not a whit; it was so daak that yoa eo&U
no invasion, no u.iug of force against or among , Wigfa,i’,aIked cf the r,jection of tKe Criiteni Medina......... ............. 24,433
22,070 that I was yet in the body.”
craw ? No, sir: yon might as well try to stuff not have seen your hand before you.”
........
.
..
17.960
26,584
t e pi op e any w ere.
e res. i nt 1 ’ ”ot': den proposition, and nitinlioued that it tthly re- Meigs....;;....
butter in a wild cat with a hot awl. [Continued
“Was there any light shining from any house
sny7 he will take ’possession ot the torts, hut that 1i ceived
'. 19
. .. votes out of 68.
14.000
Mercer.......;. .............. 7,712
Singular Accident Cure of Croiip.
he will hold, occupy and possess them. This
laughter.] The thing can't be did.
near by?”
29 992
Mr.
Douglas
remarked
that he was still appre Miami.;.;.;.. ............... 24.957
A country physician having, in a case of croup,
was equivocal language, but he did tint Condemn !
25.767
*28,407
The public grind-stone is a great institution
“Divil a bit iv a house was there anywhere
hensive that the rejeetiOtt of the Crittenden aild Mohho'e.
the President for it. Beyond what may bo neo- '
52.213 attempted to cauterize the false membrane by Sir—yes, sir, a great institution. One of the about.”
Montgomery .
........
38.217
other
amendments
wotlId
have
an
Unfavorable
essary for ihe.se objects, there will he no invasion, !
2*2,217 stick caustic, the patient somehow or other swal.
■ effect ou the Southern mind. lie regretted that Morgan.......... ................ 28,593
“Well, then; if there was no moon, stars, so*
no using of force among the people anywhere.
20,500 lowed the whole piece. In an agony of terror greatest that ever rose, reigned or fell. But, sir*
• a provision covering them could not be secured. Morrow......... ............. ; 20.240
If it is the duty of the President to enforce the
there is too much private cutlery ground. The light frfam any house, fend so dark that yon
44 546
He however, thought the assurances in the in Muskingum... ............... 45,053
revenue laws, it is his duty to enforce the other
20,897 the practitioner forced a concentrated solution thing won’t pay. Occasionally a big axe is couldn't See yoor hand before you how are yoa
augural went far to restore confidence on that Noble............
laws. Il cannot he justifi-d that the revenue
7 004 of kitchen salt (hydrochlorate of soda) dowu the brought in to be fitted Up, ostensibly for the pur able to swear that the prisoner was the mac?—
point. As to the Crittenden preposition receiv Ottawa........... ............... 3.310
laws shall he enforced, and all other laws which
5.028 patient's throat by way of antidote; and, to his
1.T66
ing only 19 out of 88 votes, while it is true that Paulding ......
pose bf heWing dowti the gharled trunks of er How could you see hiib?”
afford protection as a compensation for taxes
19,667 surprise, not only saved him from the effects of
the latter number is in the contemplation bf the Pert-y ........ ........... ;... 20,77|
shai* not be enforced. He thought there were
ror and clearing out the brushwood of igoorance
“Why, yer honor, when the spalpeen struck
Pickaway
...............
21,110
23
471
law, a large portion of the. Senators *»ere absent.
two points in which they could find a solut on of
13 684 the caustic, but also cured him of his croup by aud folly that obstruct the public highway of ine, the fire flew out iv my eyes so bright you
....... 10 955
He did not hesitate to way if they had been pre Pike
these doubts.
The President says—‘‘Where
.. 24 387
24.407 the same simple remedy.
sent the vote would have been larger, for Messrs. Portage..;;:;..
progress. The machine whirls, Die aXe is applied might-have Seen to pick up a pin, you could.”
ho.-tility to the United States in any^nterior lo.
21.851
.............. 21,748
Davis and Toombs, tMth other?, teebe ih faVob of Preble
hookers-on are enchanted with the brilliant
The
Tbe court, jury, counsel and spectators explo
caliiy shall he so great and so universal as to
Population
of
New
Mexico.
12.325
7,221
them. 'The proposed amendment adopted re Putnam ........ ..............
prevent competent resident ciliz-tns from holding
By the returns made by the assistant marshalls sparks elicited. The tool is polished; [keenly ded with shouts at this quaint idea, and the pris
31.121
ceived two-thirds of those present, and it Wbtiln Richland........ ............... 30 877
the f-ih-ral offices, there will he no attempt to
35,152 the entire population of New Mexico is 94,078, edged; and while tbe publio stars in gapingex- oner was directly after declared not guilty.
have been much larger if all had been present Rosa ..... ;.... ............... 32.084
force obnoxious strangers among the people fur on that occasion
21,373
Sandusky ..... ............... 14 529
including the Pue’o'o Indians,who number 1.610. pectancy of seeing tho road cleared, the imple
that ulij et ” The President draws a distinction
*24.330
Scioto.......... ............... 18,728
ment is slightly taken off to improve tbe private Ancient Superstition vs. Modern Selects;
between the exterior ant! the interior. If he has
Beautiful Extract -A Patriotic Texan31,088 The value of the real estate is given at $6,468,Seneca.......... ............ 27.103
Six hundred years ago it was believed that
power in one case he has power in the other. Il
17,500 372, auu the persona! property at $11,636,276— acres of some “ faithful friend of the people.”—
............... 13 956
The following beautiful extract from the late Shelby
it isrhis duty in one case to enforce the laws it is
scorfula cotild be cured by the touch of a king,
What
is
the
result?
The
obstructions
remain
42
938
Stark.;;;;.;;;
........
......
39,888
making
a
total
of
$
18,104,648,
exclusive
of
the
his duty iu the other. There was no provision speech of the Hon. A. J. Hamilton, uf TeXawi
... .;. . 27 4K!
27 409 Pueblo Indians, which amount to the sum of unmoved. The people curse before the car lags and that the fever of a wound was abated by
of law which authorizes a distinction in this re delivered m the House of Representatives, dh frum bull...... ............... 30 540
salvi ig the weapon that caused it I These, and
•30,813
—or, if it does move, it 'tis at tbe expense of a fifty other similar absurdities, of which we read
spect between places in the interior and on the the 1st of February, will command universal ad Tuscarawas.. ............ . 31.732
31.851 $1,802,580.________
seaboard.
broken wheel and jaded and sore-backed team- in tracing the progress of the healing art, now
16.591
miration. He was the Union man of the Lone Union ........ ............... 12.205
Fatal Affray.
This brought him to the construction of an
I
tell you the thing won’t pay. The time will only excite a contemptuous smile; but, even ia
10.252
Vanwert
.......
..........
4.793
A difficulty occurred iu Christi&nburg, Va.,
other clause — the most important of all and the Siar in the last Congress. Col. Hamilton avow Vinton ........ ............... 9,353
13,593
come when tho nesal promontories of these die* this enlightened era, prejudice and egotism
ed
hia
determination
to
remain
in
the
Uniou
key to the entire policy. But he was rejoiced
26,970 On the 13th ultimo, between J. Kent Andersou, interested grinders will be put to the stone in sometimr8 struggle to perpetuate error, and ves
Warren....... ............... 25.560
when he tefed in. He invited attention to it as i long as the Star Spangled Banner waves;
ture to question the most palpable and self-evi<
37.134 Esq., and Addison Dogan, nephew of Hon. H.
Washington.. ................ 29.51*2
shoeing conclusively that the President is pledged
“In traveling hifber from my home, more than Wayne.....
32.652 A. Edriibhdson; which resulted in the shooting stead of their hardware, fApplause.] I atn dent truths;
33.043
to a policy which looks to a peaceful solution of I two thousand miles distant from this Capitol, for Williams
mighty afraid tbe machine is a going to stop.—
16.750
8,018
Thus, when Holloway, after long years of
Our difficulties and against all others. ,He says I the discharge of _ public
17.942 of Anderson, khd eflusing his death in B Short The grease is giving out thundeting fast. It is study and experiment, ushered his all-powerful
duty,
foot,______
pressed Wood............ ................ 9,165
r---------_z my
-------time.
Tbe
parties
Are
both
young
tfien,
about
the course here indicated ••ill he toliowed, unless ; nQ 3pOj of foreign territory, my eye rested not Wyandot....... ............... 11 169
15,650
beginning to creak ou its axis. Gentlemen, its remedies before the world in their present per
the current of eveirs and experience shall show i up0IJ Qn9 materiaj object, during my journey,
nineteen years of age; and up to the difficulty
fected state, their efficacy was deuied by many
my
private opinion, confidentially expressed, that jeatous practitioners- These men were the
a modification or change to he proper ; and in | t|lat WRg nQl R parl an(j parcel of mv country, as
2,343,739 Were warm personal friends.
Total.... ....... 1,980 960
every casa of exigency my best discretion will ' j fjndly deerned it. When we assembled togethfell the “grit” is pretty near worn off. [Ap. slaves of formula- persons who believed that
The total colured population was 34,849,
be exercised, according to the circumstances ac- I eF) 8O far aa [ knoW( fcVery State and Territory against 23.495 in 1850.
truth moved in a circle like a blind horse in a
pl&use.]
A
Commercial
Enterprise.
tually existing, and with a view aud a hope ot a wag repre8e„ted on this floor. The great fabric
mill track. They regarded Holloway as an in
Mr.
Speakef,
you
must
excuse
me
for
my
latiThe
Charleston
Courier
ot
Wednesday
states
peaceful solution of the national troubles and the ; ()y ljla government was then complete; but now, Towns in the State With Over 500 In
novator* and so ha was! Hia innovations have
tiidinosity
aud
cifciimlocutoriness.
My
old
blun

that
a
project
is
on
foot
among
several
bnterprihabitants.
restoration of fraternal sympathies and affections. ; h()W (.bange(i| When I go hence, it will be to
astonished—nay, more, they have convinced and
The cotntnissioners of Statistics has compiled sing merchants and capitalists to chattel one or derbuss Scatters amazingly, but if anybody gets delighted the world. The most formidable ul
In other words, the President says it the colleC’ ' gn(j my pathway intercepted by new and strange
lion of the revenue wi I lead to a peaceful aolu- j nationalities. Without ever having wandered from the census report a table of towns in Ohio more steaihshipS, for the purpose of sending them peppered, it ain't my fault if they are in the cerous and eruptive maladies, with which sci
lion, then it will be collected. If the abondon' frora my native land, I must traverse foreign with a population of over 500 inhabitants. The
ence has heretofore waged an unequal combat,
to Liverpool or othfer foreign ports, to back full vutyfollowing is a copy, viz:
aunt cf that tfolfeutioti has that effect, then it countriea it I would return.
are now subdued by the penetrating Ointment
Sir; these flandadiedi, siipersquirtical, mahog for the cure of external diseases and injuries,’
Cincinnati 175.000; Cleveland, 43.838; Colom- cargoes of ihercnandiSe, find sell it at the lowest
will be abandoned. So of the forts and arsenals
I might be excused for doubting my own iden
in the secediug Slates. He will recapture them, tity. Surely I may be pardoued for having in bus, 18,629; Dayton, 20,081; Zanesville, 9.232: price, so as to establish our commercial indepen any-faced gentry—what do tfiey know about the and his famous Pills are administered with marand will reinforce or not reinforce forts Sumter voluntarily prayed that this might prove a trou Toledo, 13,860; Sandusky, 8,408; Steubenville, dence at once.
blessings of freedom ? About as riiuoh, sir, as vellous success for maty dangerous internal dis
aud Pickens—pledged in either case to a peace bled aud protected dream. Yet it is too true— 6.016 ; Portsmouth, 6,275 ; Chilicotbe; 7,655;
,
.
a toad-frog doea of high glory. Do they think orders:
ful policy^ and actlttg with this view. If this is too many evidences force conviction of the sad Lancaster, 4,320; Newark, 5,675; Canton, 4,042;
We have not arrived at this conclusion haisfi*
they cab escape me ? I’ll follow them through
not the true construction, why was there not in1 reality. But a few days past, Mr. Speaker, aud Lima, 2,079; Ashlaud, 1.748; Ashtabula, 1;427 ;
ly. It is the duty of the press to’ inVesiigata be
pandemonium and high water! [Cheers and fore it approves. , Public . opinion is, to a ear*
scried a pledge to Use coercion, retake the forts, the noble temple of American liberty stood com Conneaut, 980; Jefferson, 657; St. Mary's 1,169;
recapture the arsenals, collect the revenue and plete in all its parts—stood iu all the majesty of Wapokoneta, 900;; Corrollton, 733; Wellsville,
laughter.]
tajn extent, based upon its statements, and iu.
enforce the laws, unless there was attached to its vast proportions, and in the glory of its appa 1,587; New Lisbon, 1,388; Salem, 2,013; Cosh
all matters which concern tbe health aud life of
These
are
the
ones
that
have
got
oar
liberty
each one a condition on which the pledge was to rent strength and beauty of construction—not a octon 1,151; Roscoe, 637, Gallion* 1,974; Crest
man, it cannot be too cautious or too’ scrupulous
Specimen o£ Missouri Eloquence.
pole off its perpendicularity. ’Tis they who But it is also the province of the press to give
be carried out? But the pledg® is only to do it pillar missing, not ajoint dissevered. And its line, 1,515; Bucyrus, 2,210; East Cleveland, 2,A
friend
in
Jefferson
City
sends
us
the
follow*
in order to a peaceful uolutiotL ahd for no other votaries were gathered about the altar worship 880; Bedford, 855; Defiance, 932; Delaware, 3,would rend the stars and stripes—that noble flag the widest notoriety to important .facts, and to'
cause. Lie submitted Whether or not the friends plug, as was their wont, with hopeful hearts.— 895; Milan, 872; Chardon, 586, Findlay, 2,484; ing speech delivered by (?eri. Riley, of the Mis the blood of our revolutionary fathers emblemed render justice to great public benefactors. Tbs
of peace have not much to rejoice at. The inau Pofeboditigs were felt, and predictions mads of Kenton, 1,654; Cadiz, 1,136; Harrison, 662; Na souri Legislature ; in the House of Representives
testimony in favor of Professor Holloway’s rem
gural was much more pacific and conciliatory the coming storm and the destruction of the poleon, 920; Millersburg, 1,160; Norwalk, 2,867; of that State; Febrtlary 8,1861 during the discus (a itS red. 'the purity of the cause for which edies emanates frora all classes and from every
they died—denoted by the white;—the freedom quarter of the globe. It is enthusiastic, volumi,
than he had predicted.
tetttple. And the storm has come and still rages Monroeville, 1,300; Mt. Vernon, 4,147; Freder
He repeated, after a careful examination and —the temple still stands, but shorn of its fair icktown, 790; Pa'usville, 2,615; Willoughby, sion on thef referenda of a bill amending the char they atlaiued; like the azure air that wraps their nous, and consistent- To deny it, would be to
ter
of
the
city
of
Carondelet,
to
a
standing
com*
analysis, he was clearly of the opinion that the proportions and marred in its beauty. Pillar 592; Bellfountaine, 2,600; West Liberty, 920;
native hills and lingers on their lovely plains.-— fly in the face of the laws of evideneft, Aud Would
Administration stands pledged to a peaceful so after pillar has fallen away. And while its proud Wellington, 1,029; Oberlin, 2.012; Elyria, 1.615; mittee of the House.
evince stupidity, not caution.
lution, and will do no act that will lead to war, dome still points to heaven it is reeling in mid Maumee City, 1.679 ; Sylvania, 528; Youngs
Mr. Riley obtained the floor, and addresed the [Cheer?;] The high bird of liberty sits perched
If there is anything in which thd judgment of
on the tPpinost branch, but their is secession salt a human beiug may be relied upon, it is the ef
and make no change of policy unless necessary air, like a drunken raafl; while its solid founda town, 2.758; Athena, 1,319; Canfield, 647; Nona*
to preserve peace. He thought the President tions are shaken as with an earthquake. Yet ville, 741; Marion. 1,864; Albany 553; Madi-on, House :
ou his glorious tail. I fear he will no more spread fect which a remedy produces upon him whea
Mr. Speaker : Everybody is a pitching ifato
had stated the cause of the troubles clearly and there are worshippers there, about the shrine, 1,234; St.Clairsyille, 1.000; Mt. Gilead 791, Bellhis noble pinions to soar beyond the azure re sick. No one can be self-deceived as to tbe re J
indicated a remedy. The President, in a manner and I am among them. I have been called by air, 1,517: Cardington 850; Mnrtinville, 1.180; this matter like toad-frogs into a willow swamp,
gions
of the boreal pole. But let no! Missouri lief of pain, the renewal of strength, the recov*
peculiar to himsef, proceeds to show what did not warning voices to come out and escape ttie im Ravenna. 1,797; Bridgeport, 640; Mansfield 4,- on a lovely evening in the balmy month of June,
ery of health ar.d cheertulnese( and wbeh ten^
pull
the
last feather from bis sheltering wing to of thousands of individuals, spontaneously amt
produce the troubles. Mr. Douglas here quoted pending danger) 1 haVe been wooed by entreaties 544; Barneville, 1.176; Shelby, 1,000; Ripley, when mellow light of a full moon fills with a de
from tho inaugural, adding that, according to and plied with threats. But, sir, neither entrea 2.025; Fremont, 3,513; Aberdeen, 836; Clyde,
plunge a shaft to pierce his noble breast; or, withont pre-con/sert, unite in ascribing the same
this, it was the attempt, to prohihit Slavery or ties nor threats, nor hope of reward, nor dread of 701; Georgetown, 750. Tiffin, 4,010; Higgins licious flood the thin etherial atmospheric air.—- what is the same, make a pen to sign a secession beneficent results to the same causes, tbeir com
protect Slavery in the Territories ih the absence danger shall tear me away till I lay hold of the port. 506 ; Fostoria. 1,028; Hamilton, 7,235; [Applause.] Sir, I want to put in a word or
ordinance. [Applause.] Alas, poor bird, if they bined declara t(ons as imperatively demand ereJ
of an express constitutional provision for either horns of the altar of my country, and implore Louisville, 685; Middletown 2,071; Massilon. 3.. perhaps a word and a half.
drive from the branches of the hemlock of the dence as a mathematical demonstration. Upon
purpose. If the President has truly stated the heaven in its own good time, to still this storm of 680 Oxford, 1.815; Alliance, 1.113; Urbana, 3.this basis rests the world-wide reputation,of Pro
There seems to be a disposition to figbL I
cause, what is the remedy? It is to adopt a civil strife, nnd through auca human agency fts 426; Akrott. 2.320; Mechanicsburg, 736; CnvaNorth, and the plmetto of the South, come over fessor Hqllowav’a Ointment aud Pills.—Jtfxw Or-'
constitutional provision on the subject. The may be best, again uprear the fallen pillars to hoga Falls. 1 526; St. Paris, 550; Hudson, 878; say, if there is any fighting to be done, come to the gum-tree of the West, and we trill protect leans “ Organ."
President, speaks of such amendments as to de heir original position, that they may, through Springfield, 7 007; Warren 1.402; New Carlisle, on with your corn cobs and lightning-bugs'—
fine the power of Congress over the subject.— long ages, contiibute to the strength and beauty 804; Canal Dover. 1,343; South Charleston. 120; [Applause.] In lh& language of the ancient your noble birdship, while water grows and grass
Was it a “Den of Thieves.4*
runs. [Immense applause.] Mr. Speaker, I sub
He gives us to understand that there never can of the noblest structure yet devised by man.
New Philadelphia, 2.360; Npw Richmond. 2,230; Roman,
At Lincoln’e inauguration in Washington, t
be peace until the question is settled, and that it
Uhrichsville, 647; Felicity, 956; Newcommerside’for the present.
“ Corns one, come all, this rock shall fly
Presbyterian church was annexed to a hotel, to
cannot be settled except by an amendment to the Republican Platform Worth More than town, 600; Williamsburg, 555; Maysville. 860;
__ _______ -------------------From its firm base, in a pig’s eye."
Wilmington. 915; Van Wert 1,013; New Viena.
Constitution. The President stands pledged to
to
afford lodgings for the Patriots and “Saints.”
the Union.
Now, there has been a great deal of bombast ‘‘Artemus Ward’s” last—Touching Rem
let tbe people decide ofl the mods of emedment.
Some censorious people may think that this was
The New York Tribune thus assails Senator 460; Woostef-, 3,359; Blanchester. 650; Fredcr- here today. I call it bombast from “ Alpha’’
iniscences
of
a
“
Bender
”
in
Pittsburgh.
iuksburg, 5&0 ; Greenville, 1.634; Rrvan 1 084 ;
He will not interfere ; he will Hot oppose It. Il
Seward fat his late speech :
The following letter, written by “Artemus a literal conversion of the house of God, <‘into m
Washington. 1,040 ; Perrysburg. 1,499; Frank to “Omega.” (I don’t understand the meaning
the people say that Congress shall protect slavery,
“
Senatot
St
Ward,
in
his
speech
of
Thursday
linton, 615; Upper Sandusky, 1 5*99; Westerville. of the words though.) Sir, the question to refer Ward” from bis seel usion in tbe “bussuna” of den of thieves.”
eyerywhere the President is pledged not to op*
pose; aud so, if the people say Slavery shall not last, declares bla teadlneas to fenonnee Republi 753. Groveport, 536; Gaffipolis. 2,955, Zhenia, is a great and magnificent question. It is the his family at Baldtnsville, makes touching alloWhat the Echo Answers.
be protectedeverywhere. If they shall incorpor can principles fot the sake of the Union. Iu 4.675 ,- Bellbrook, 415; Fairfield. 537; Yellow
sion to a “bender” in which tbe sliewman is said
ate the Crittenden proposition, be will not oppose this readiness the Senator differs totally from the Springs. 1.374; Cedarville. 688; Cambridge. 1.- alftabsorbing question—like a sponge sir—a large
What
must
be done to conduct & newsy-apwa
it. He is in favor of such amendments as will set almost incomparable majority of the Republican 452; Glendale, 690; Harrison, 1.350; Reading urttheasurable sponge, of globe shape, in a small to have indulged during a recent visit to Pitts right? Write. What needs a farmer to aasieS
tle the question forever by express provisions of party, and from (he President elect. They re, 1.235; Hillsb-ro, 1.770; Greenfield. 1,500; Lo ttfrtfhfef of tfater—it sucks up everything. Sir, burgh. He says:—“Hear in the bosaum of my
the Constitution, leaving to the people lo decide gird the-e principles as sacred. Thay wifi not gan, 1,446; Jackson, 1,070; Ironton. 3 700; I stand here with the weapons I have designated, family i am enjoyin myself at peas with awl man him? System. What would give a blind man
the greatest delight? Light. What is the best
what amendments shall be made, and will accept foreswear them at tbe bidding of a world of se Greenville. 800; London, 1.113; Pomery. 6.480;
ceding and treasonable' sfaVehofciets, They see MinerStVille 64O; Piqua, 4.520; Covington, 720; to defend the rights of St. Louis county, the kind, and the wimrain folks likewise. I go down piece? Peace. Who commits tbe greatest abo
them cheerfully.
Taking this to be the meaning of the proposi no ppcessiiy to choose between them but if such Tippecanoe. 946; Trov, 2.640) Woodsfield, 800- rights of any other county—even the rights of to the village occashunly and take a little old minations? Nations. What is the greatest tertion he (Douglas) found in it much cause for pu a choibc MU.tf. be made, they prefer principles to Miamisburg, 1 640; Mianp Cilv. 80(7) German Cedar itself. [Laughter and applause.] Sir, tbe rye for the stummicks sake, but I avoid spirittown. 1 440; McConnelsville, 1,488; Malta. 570; debate has assumed a lakitfrdinosity. We have ous Bekers as a general thing. No man evir rifier? Fire.
couragement. In the first place, it was peaceful, ■fifty Unions"
This is the sentiment of the Radical section of Dresden. 1.447; Pu'fnam, 1 800 ; West Z tinesnot aggressive. 'The President will do no act of
seen me intoxicated but ouct, and that air at
8@r* Jesse Hare, lately deceased in Lvncbaggression, hut all his conduct will be with a the Republican party—tbeir political creed is ville, 673 ; Taylorsville, 500; Somerset. 1,240 ; had a little black-jack buncombe, a little two bit
view of peaceful solution. In the second place, worth fifty Unions.
New Lexington; 814; Circleville, 4 383; Biketon, bh'nconlbe, bom'bast buncorh'be', 6‘rfng-hole bun Pittsburgh, A parsel ofocery cusses in that miz- burg, Va.. was one of the oldest and wealthiest*
as the difficulty Is owing to the absence of an ex
685'; Waverly, 1.057; Eatort, 1,536 ; Camden, combe, and the devil and his grandmother knows zerabl'e sity busted inter the bawl during the nite citizens of the place, and leaves a very large es
i-------- ---------------------press provision on the Slavery question in the
It has been suggested that a pair of Old' 637; Bainbtiage, 679; Frankfort. 552; Sidney, what other kind of buncombe. [Laughter ”
aud aboosed my wax worx eb&meful. I didn’t «a»e, probably but little if any, short of two mil
lions of dollars in value, as the fruits of a long
Territories, be will advocate that the people Hickory’s boots be burned up for Old Aba, as 2.055; McArthur, 830; Lebation, 2,498; MotYow,
observe tbe outrajus trasacBhubs until tbe next life cf toil, perstvjrance, economy, tud faj sigh*’
Why,
air,
just
give
some
of
’
6m
&
little
Southi
change that instrument by express provisions._ they would stiffen his legs wonderfully the next 720; Springboro, 510; Waynesville, 829; Mariam soap and * little Northern water, and quicker evening, when the people begue for to kongre- ed judgment.
Whatever departnre Mr. Lincoln has made from time he has occasion to go through Belltiooore. ' etta, 6,126; Harmar, 1,209; Beverly, 756,
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THE LATEST NEWS.

Foreign'"Ministers,
The following are the principal foreign ap.
pointment3 of the new administration;
Minister to England—Charles Francis Ad
ams.
Minister to France—Wm. L. Dayton.
Minister to Spain—Cassius M. Clay.
Minister to Austria—Anson G. Burlingame.
Minister to Sardinia—Georgs P. Marsh.
Minister to Mexico—Thomas Corwin.
Minister to Denmark—R. M. Wood.
Of the seven missions that have been filled,
New England gets three—Adams, Marsh and
Burlingame.
We also see it stated thot James Watson
Webb, editor of the New York Courier and in
quirer, has been appointed Minister to Turkey.
Henry Winter Davis, Minister to Russia ; and
Carl Schurz, of Wisconsin, Minister to Portugal'
in place of our townsman Gen. Geo. W. Morgan.
This Schurz is a radical German infidel, a
revolutionist and a disorgonizer» He was a lied
Republican in Europe^ and of course a Black
Republican on this side of the water. His crude
ideas of uuiversal equality admirably qualified
him for a leader of the Abolitionists of the United
States, who seek to abolish Slavery, aud piece
the negro upon a social and political equality with
the white man. To send such a persouto repre
sent our government at Portugal iu place of the
gallant aud accomplished Morgan, we regard as
a “ mistake worse than a crime.”

Senator Douglas’s Opinion as to Men and 1 A Radical’s Opinion of the Literature of!
Measures Affecting' the Union
President Lincoln's Inaugural.

On the Inaugural.

g
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Wall Paper and Window Sliades.
QGUG PIECES WALL PA PER, some very rich

The Ohio Patriot gives its reasons for opprov* OUUU patterns. 100 Pieces Window Shades,
—Sidney F. Yon Bouborst, Esq , has been ap»
The following extract from an article in the i jDg lbe policy of President Lincoln iu these Tassels, Cord, &e. AH Cheap.
Senator Douglas, in the debate of the 21st
Just received at
WARNER MILLERS.
pointed Postmaster at Pittsburgh. This is air
ins*., on the bill to cut off the postal service from New York Anti-Slarmy Standard, of last week,: words:. •
S March 19,1861: tf.
________________
EDITED
HARPER.
other good thing Old Abe has done.
the sc'CKdi'Og States, which he favored, iu reply on “President Lincoln's Inaugural," will show • “In order that wa may !>e understood, we will
~Wp; SOAP I
<9 13 *, fSgiKIH WffOM th E TiJUTU MAKESf nE”d.
— Gen. Nye of New York has been confirmto Senator Belittle, of Wisconsin who had an the view that radical sheet takes of that doeu- state our reasons lor thus lavoriug the message. rpIlR subscriber will keep for sale at all times tbe
In tlie first place the President says that he will X best articles of Hard and Soft Soap, at his Fac
'ed by the Senate, Governor of the Territory of
nounced himself as opposed to any compromise ment as a literary production:
MOU^T
OI8‘O:
sustain the Fugitive slave aw to the utmost of
Nevada.
with the'South said':
Last Monday was the most unlucky dny in the hts power, audi that whuu e takes the official tory, corner of Mechanic and Front Streets, west
side of Main, Mt. Vernon.
TUESDAY MORNING...MARCH 28, 1861
- The Rev. Elward McGean, an eminent
“The Senator has made great professions of life of Abraham Lincoln, thus far. More
March 19:3#.
JAS. W. GEORGE.
oaih, it will be with no mental reservation. True,
devotion to this Union; but he is violently hos- ■ lucli7 daY8 maY be
store for him, very likely: he suggests that the law might fee modified, but
Catholic priest, died ou the 18th, at his house,
Exechtor’H Wollce.
tile to any mode that w,i.l! restore peace and reu- ; bnt UP 10 tb‘s present time, a more untoward one the object of that very modification is for tho
THE POPULATION OF OHIO.
suddenly, at Sing Sing, N. Y., while sitting in his
OTICE is hereby given that the undersigned
hardly have occurred iu the fifty years he benefit of the South, to render the provision less
nite the States of the Union'. Sir, I must say. can
t
have
been
duly appointed and qualified by the
chair,
He has spoken, aud thus dissolved obnoxious to the North, aud hence more efficient
Elsewhere wa publish in this Peek’s Banner ’ c
in all frankness, that i regard no man as friendly i bas
Probate Court, within and for Knox county, Ohio,
the
spell
which
his
wise
silence
had
thrown
a'
Waldo
H.
Johnson
was
elected
U.
S.
Sena

to
this
Union
who
is
unwilling
.to
enter
to the object for which it was framed. Oil the as Executois on the estate of Jacob Leedy, deceased.
.
_ .upon
the^population of Ohio, by Counties, for the years !
such a system of pacification ano compromise .as round his reputation. Having shown himself nature of the Union and the right, of secession All persons indebted to said estate are notified to
1850 and 1850, frotn which it will appear that ! tor by the Legislature of Missouri, in place of
possessed,
in
so
singular
a
measure,
of
that
rarest
j
b;‘boj.f3 "eciseiy'tbe 'position of Mr Buchan an hiake iiumediato payment to tho undersigned, nnd
will
preserve
it.
Limy
opinion,
there,
is
a
de

during the decennpal period mentioned the pop James S. Green, on the IRtb.
°‘| and of uH tbe Northern Democracy. No Stt
liberate plot io break £p this Union, finder pre of talents, i,n this country at leash the
State all persons holding claims against said estate are
.— The rumor that the President ia about to
1
ulation of our State has incteased from 1,980,tense of preserving it. In my opinion, there are as holding one s tongue, he had created the opinion ' has any Constitutional
right to cebede. ---But when notified to present them legally proven for settle
many disunionists on this floor and on the floor in men’s minus, that he had something to say it has seceded, it cannot be forced back, and all ment within ouo year from this dato.
969 to 2,343,739—or au actual increase of 363,' issue a proelamatron on the state of the Union
ABRAHAM H LEEDY,
is
untrue.
of
the other branch of Congress, from the.North worth hearing, whenever the time should come that can be done, within its limits' is ft partial
779 io ten years.
i
SAMUEL A. LEEDY,
as from the South, men who have reasoned thetfi- lor opening his mouth. It was generally believ enforcement of the laws. And secession may
-— The Philadelphia Banks resumed specie
March 19-3w.*
Executors.
■ It will also be «sen that while most of the
selves into the belief that it is wisest and better to ed that his Inaugural Address would be honora grow into.revolution, when even a partial en
payments on Monday last, March 18th- Better
Notice
to
.tfiasons
and
Lumbermen.
counties in the State have greatly increased in
drive the sections into collision, to force disunion bly distinguished from those of his predecessors forcement of the laws will become impossible.—
late that) never.
and to get up a war, to have blood shed, and io In spirit and in utterance. The Hour has come Mr. Lincoln goes no further than the late Presi Q BALED, proposals will be received at tho Audi■population, several of them, our owu county of
Office by the Commissioners up to 10 o’clock
■— William S. Thayer, of the N. Y. Evening
render reunion impossible, and then make a trea And gonp; but the man was not sufficient for it. dent in his determination to enforce the laws.— A. M.tor's
on the 3d day of April, A. D. 1861, for per
Kuos among the reat, have slightly decreased in Post, has been appointed Consul-General at Al
ty of peace. I hope I am mistaken in this. I The speech w&s made kvitli the face turned to the While he has the strict legal right to enlorce the forming the following work:
population.
have too much respect for the intelligence of the South and it ilk both knees bowed down to the idol exercise of offices in seceding States, he will
For putting iu the abutments of abridge at Ban
exandria, fcgypt, salary $3,300.
as have
Senators to believe for one moment that they it- worships,
The following counties show a decrease in pop
forego tue
the use or
of such oiuces
offices in a.i
all interior
interior 10lo- ning’s Fording also for a bridge at Swan’s Fpr^ing , ;
z/„
7 - beer,
r; adll ? of
"z these• delivered
,
r
torego
— The Congress of the Southern Confederacy
7/ ? r
‘2- Z 7 4“^ // ealiftes. Circumstances may so modify affairs also for tho abutments and piers of a bridjjs at the
hope to preserve this Union by a military force,
ulation, vi2: Ashland, Carroll, Columbiana,
has adjourned until May, postponing to that time
wH,
thQ prc/pert, of the g0Vern. fording, aeutb-cftst of Fredericktown., The work on
producing collision and bloodshed, must result in century. It is only distinguished frffn such by
Coshoiton Geaugi, Harrison, Jefferson, Knox,
the bridge at ■ Banning’s tp fca completed by the 1st
their pertnj#nent Tariff Bill.
a civil war between fifteen Slates on one side, the clumsiness of its construction add the vile- tr,erst, or enforce the laws in seceding States.— day
August, at Swan’s, by the 1st day of Septem
Licking, Medina, Summit and Wayne.
and the remainder of the Stales of the Union ou ness of its rhetoric. It is lucky for Mr. Lincoln Ha will act with discretion in every case, and in ber. of
— The Secession Commissioners to Europe,
at Fredericktown by the 1st day of October,
thelother. How can you avoid the result?— ! that» Was ’*ot the Constitution of the English gucb a manner as to preveut civil war, aud ter- A. D.and
1S61.
. .
Yancej,
Maun
and
Root
are
going
to
Europe
via
Language
and
ihe
Laws
of
English
Grammar
GIVING UP THE FOKTS.
You must do one of the two things. Either set
Hewed timber and plank to bo put under such of
mihate the National troubles by the restoration
Havana, - * .
that
he
was
called
upon
to
swear
to
support
aiid
tle the difficulty amicably, or by the sword.—
of the fraternal sympathies and affections. He abutments and piei s as the Commissions may select.
The matter is now reduced to a positive cer
Rev. Dr. Aiken, for mote than twenty-five
And amicable settlement ia a perpetuation of enforce. For he would have been forsworn on ia a'so it: favor of a National Convention to a- The stone work is to be similar to that in the bridge
the
spot
before
all
the
people.
It
wds
a
paltry
the Union. Tbe use of the sword is war, disun
tainty that Mr. LlXCOUS has given up Fort Sum years pastor of the First Presbyterian Church at
mehd the Constitution, and allows the decisions at Mt. Holly, aocording do plans and specifications
malice in Mr. Seward, though perhaps a natural of the Sti^r me Court to be binding in each par- on file in tl«o Auditor’s Office. The bridge to bo so
ion,
and
sepuratioj),
now
and
forever.
From the Soinh.
ter to “the rebels,” “the traitors,” and the “slave Cleveland, has resigned that charge.
per cubic yard for stone work, ttrict meaittre.
Truer words were never spoken by a states one in his circumstances, to allow a State Paper tlb’.ilar case! Whi!e Mr. Lincoln does not go the much
So much per oubic foot for hewed timber, anil so
The Commissioners bi the Confederate States
ry propagandists” of the South! Net a single
—W. H. Russell, the-celebrated Loudon Times
so
discreditable
to
his
successful
competitor
to
go
man. The whole question is fast resolving it forth to the world. He knew, when he read it whole figure, he intimates that he will favor com much per 1U0 feet for plank, and to include excava
blow was struck, and cot even an honest effort correspondent of the Russian and Indian wars, will wait leisurely for tho action of the Govern'
self into one of compromise or the sword. The over, that he would have whipped the youngest promise aud conciliation. We shall have no co tion, spiles, &e. Also for furnishing the sowod lum
was made to re-iuforce it 1 After all the bluster has -come to th-ia country in order to give a cor ment. Great efforts are making by distinguish
ercion aud no war. We shall be r’.d of Aboli. ber for each of said bridges. The lumber is all to
one—an amicable settlement—is a perpetuation scholar he ever had for such a composition.
tionisni, and the country will go on again in be made of the best ozik timber; full, clear, straight
ed gentlemen to effect a peaceful solution.
and bravado we have heard during the last few rect account of our national troubles.
This, however, ia the least of the faults of the
grained, and perfect in every respect, and of the
now aud forever. Nor can there be any doubt
The Government at Montgomery have no ap
months, the country was lead to believe that as
Inaugural. We could have wished that a public peace. The Aboiit'oniats have been allowed to length and size designated. Said lumber is to be
— The Memphis Bulletin has information that
that in the North there are persons who, under document which has been more impatiently wait give tone and character to the dominant party (if delivered in good order at each of said bridges by the
joca as Old Abe reached Washington, he was a number of citizens in Illinois have forwarded prehensions of a collision at Fort Pickens. It is
the North, just as the seces-iioni.sts have given tune the stone, work is, to bo finished, as aforesaid.
pretense of saving the Union, are doing all they
cot only going to. be a “second Washington,” 2,500 sacks of corn to Vicksburg-, to be distribu said the accounts published are gross exaggerti can to break it up. The Chases, Wolcotts and ed for, and will be more eagerly read, in Europe color to the ruling faction at the South. Mr. The bridge ,t,q ho so much per 100 foot.
than any tbe country has ever produced, had not Lincoln has marked out a course that will par
Tbe dommissioners reserve the right to reject any
tiona of the true condition of affairs there. The DeSnisoxS of Ohio may be placed in that cate been so flagrantly illiterate.
but a “second Jackson*’also 1 Yes, sir ! he was ted among the destitute people of Mississippi.
alyze the power of both and give them their pro' or air bids that may be made either for doing work
going to show us a tall specimen of IUiao-is
'— The last remittances from the seceded Commissioners have information that the best gory. They are sowing the wind; let them be
or
furnishing materials as aforesaid. No bids taken
per places. We want to see Abolitionism killed
An Infamous Letter.
stone work except from workmen. Good security
“ back bone,” and would “put his foot down’’ States, in the way of customs to the General feeling exists between the Federal authorities ware of the whirlwind of public indignation.
off, and we will sustain the President in every for
required.
The following letter from Senator Chandler of stephe.take3 to that end.”
upon “treason” and “rebellion"—-that he would 1 Government, came from Galveston, Texas, to and the officers ia command of the Confederate
By order of the Commissioners.
Dying Out.
Michigan to the Governor of that State, is the
troopa, and uo danger of collision was apprehen.
S. W. FARQU1IAR.
But instead of “putting bis foot down,” wa are ward the close of February.
The nigger question (remarkt the Crawford
Queen
Victoria
on
ciur
National
Crisis.
March 10, 1861:3 w.
Auditor.
most infamous production, in relation to our na
_________
________ _
clearly of the opiniou that he has put his foot iti!
— The Washington Star says we havO every ded.
Fizruzn,) is just about played oiit, and when we
The
following
is
the
paragraph
in
Queen
Vic

Aministrator’s Petition to Sell Land.
tional
troubles,
yet
made
public.
At
first
the
and got himself into a bad box ! He is. now reason to believe that, on Saturday last, Major
William J. Wathkins, Adrn’r j Probate Court,
are called upoti to bid a final adieu to ‘‘Sambo”
OiSccrs for Colorado 'territory.
Republican Legislature of Michigan refused to toria’s address to Parliament, referring to the un of Elizabeth Burnpus dee’d |
completely In the power of the South and they Anderson was ordered to repair to Newport Bar
The following nominations were submitted for we shall expect to see begun the dying agonies Send Commissioners to the Peace Conferrence' happy state of affairs in this country.
. ...
V31
will do with as they plea3e 1
racks, Ky., for recruiting duty.
Irctnucl Utley, Amo? Mark- !
the Territory of Colorado, on Friday last : Wm. of the Republican party.
Serious differences have arisen among the
but when it was ascertained there was a proba
We expectin a ehort time to hear of Old Abe
ham, James Markham, Ab- j Petition to sell land.
— The Post's Washington correspondent Gilpin, Governor; Lewis L. Wells, Secretary;
States of the North American Union. It is im
The negro tdne, with all its sweet and startling
bility that the friends of Union and compromise
nor Markham', aud Eliza j
giving up Fori Pickens, in Florida, and in fact writes: An extra session "of Congress is now
Beirj. F. Hall, .pf New York, Chief Justice; S. variations, has been ground through the Republi would be in the majority, the Senators of that. possible for me to look without great concern
Markham, intermarried
upon any event which can affect the happiness
every other Jort in the Seceding States! He has generally considered necessary, and the best
■wsith
Joseph McMullen.
j
can
organ
until
it
no
longer
titillates
gratefully
Newtcn Pettis, of Penna., and Chas. Lee Ar
State immediately telegraphed to the Governor and welfare of a people hereby alluded to my ri’iHK above named heirs ayjd Ipgal representatives
either to do this or fight, and we don't think there opinion seems to be that it willsoon bo called.
mour were made Associate Judges; Copeland fipou the public tympanum, and the people are to send Commissioners in order to defeat alj subjects by descent, and close,y connected with Jt of Fliz.abfjtl^ Bumpus, deceased, are hereby in
is any more fight in him than there is blood in a
— Mr. Buchanan’s friends state that he is rap Townsend, Marshal; Wm. L. Stoughton, of Mich. begihning once more to listen, well pleased, to
them by the most intimate and friendly relations. formed that.pn , the fth of March, A. D. 1861, said
cabbage!
idly recovering from the fatigue of the final la Attorney; Francis M. Case, of Ohio, Surveyor the music of the Union, as it comes sounding peace measures. Senator Chandler’s letter needs
My heartfelt wish, is that these differences may Administrator filed his petition in the Probate Court
no
comment
:
Turn back, reader, and look over your files of bors of his Administration, and he hopes soon to
be
susceptible of satisfactory adjustment. The of Knox County, Ohio, tho object aud prayer of which
over mountain and hill ttip from the Democratic
is to obtain an order, Ac , on the 23d day of
General.
intferest which I take in the woil being of the petition
WASHrXGTOX,
Feb.
11,
1861.
the Republican papers for the last three months, be restored to his'wonted health and vigor.
April, A. D. 1S61, for tho sale of the following real
clarion.
people
of
the
United
States
cannot
but
be
in“Rfy dearGpVernor: Governor Bingham and
estate, of which the said Elizabeth' Burnpus died
and sec what an awful storm of indignation was
— The Charleston correspondent of the New
Texas.
Tbe Republican leaders know that tho Yith- myself telegraphed you on Saturday, at the re creased by the kind and cordial reception given seized, or so much thereof as may be necessary t<>
. raised by the Black Republicans because Mr. York Tribune says: Major Anderson caused a
Advices from Fort Brown intimate the surren drawal of the negro from ihe political arena will quest
pay tho debts of said descendent, to-wit: the west
by
them
to
the
Prince
of
Wales
duririu
his
of Massachusetts and New York, to send
Buchanan didn’t send an army to the South to man to be shot in Fort Sumter the other day, be' der of the Ringgold Barracks at Brazos Santia bring political death to them, as well as to their delegates to the Peace or Compromise Congress. cent visit to the continent of America.
half of Lot number two hundred snd sixty-seven,
I am glad to taka this opportunity of expres- i l'n ' *!ie '-lrect’ *n khe lourth Bard, of th city of
“scorga the rebels,” which of course he couldn’t cause he was engaged in a plot to spike the guns go to the Texan troops,^.and that its evacuation
party, and those who have the foresight to inter They admit that we were right, and they wrong; sing my warm appreciation ‘of the loyalty and I Mt' ' erujU’ Ul said
do, without the Republican Congress-—the war’ of the Fort.
would take place ou the 20th iast. Col. Hen pret tbe hand writing on the wall are preparing that no Republican State should have sent dele
Adm,r of Klizilbeth BuInpus;
gates; but they are here, and can’t get away.— attachment to my person and throne, mamlestrd ! Mftrch ,,,.by
making power—voting supplies. And mark, too,
— The Democrats and Union men have car McCulloch is now on his way to Richmond to to “say their last words;”
Ohio, Indiana, and Rhode Island are caving in, hy my Canadian and other North American sui.-i Dcxijar A Baxxixg Attyy.
what a volley of abuse they heaped upon Old ried the cities of Utica and Troy, N. Y., at the purchase arms for the State of Tejtas. He will
—;—- --- ~-------- _ _.
Li support, of our position we quote the fol and there is no danger of Illinois, an J how t hey jects, on the occasion of the residence of the ! ------- -Buck’s head, for fear he would give up the Forts ! late municipal election. They both gave large also endeavor to induce President Davis to form
lowing from the Chicago Bemocral, whose editor beg us for God’s sake, to come to their rescue Prince of Wales among them.
MANHOOD,
If ha should do such a thing, they said he would ( majorities for Lincoln. The Republicans have a regiment of mounted riflemen for the protec
i IIOW LOST, now RESTORED.
is obe of the high-priests of the republican par and save the Republican party from rupture. I
hope you will send stiff backed men or none.—
certainly be assassinated before he left Washing sustained large losses in the town and municipal tion of the Texan frontier.
From Arkansas.
Juit. yubltshed in a Sealed Envelope,
ty:
The whole tiling was gotten tip against my judg
Louisviij.e, March 20.— Via Memphis. — The
X THE NATURE, TRATMENT ANU RADI
ton!
elections generally throughout the State.
Gov. Houston is giving the seceders trouble
“We have always, doubted whether the opposi ment , and advice; aud will end irt thin smoke. Arkansas Convention adjourned, after passing a
CAL CURE OF SPERMATORRIKEA, or Sem
Now,however, the tables are completely turned— Mr. Seward has written a letter to the in Texas. He refuses to take the oath of alle tion to the Democracy in this country could ever Still, I hope, as a matter of courtesy to some of secession ordinance and co-operation resolutions
inal Weakness, Sexual Debility, Nervousness and in
voluntary
emissions, inducing iuipotency, and .Men
The imaculate Republican party is in full power, Southern Commissioners reviewing the entire giance prescribed by the Convention, and that stick together long enough to be productive of our erring brethren, that you will send the delt- for submission to a popular vote. A conciliato
tal Phj sieal Incapacity.
and their President is doing the very thing they grounds of misEnderstan'ding with a view of re body have appointed another officer to assuide any decisive action. I/' the slavery question is gale^.
.4
ry spirit was manifested by both parties.
By ROB. J. CULVERWELL, M. D.,
lobe dbdndoned, ik.e Lincoln dynasty w II be as
“ Truly, your.friend,
cursed Mr. Buchanan for Jear he would do.’
Tho important fact that the awful consequences of
Fort Smith. (Ark..) March 20.—Thirty nine
storing harmony and closing with the recom the Governor’s duties. An “irrepressible con short lived as that of Harrison and Tyler, in both
Z. CHANDLER.
guns were fired in this city last night in honor self-abuse may bo effectually removed without in
And now we have intelligence from Washing mendation of a National Convention.
flict”,seems imminent.
of which cases the party died before the Presi
ternal Medicine and without dangerous applications,
“ His Excellency AtrsTrx Br.Aftt.
of the vote iu the Convention against secession. of
ton that this Republican Administration is not
dent.”
caustics, instruments, medicated bougies, and
— The Government has received information
“ P- P. — Some of the manufacturing States There is great rejoicing among Union tnen.
other empirical devices, is here clearly demonstrated,
only in full treaty with the “Commissioners’ of a plot to revolutionise California end Oregon,
“By the Eternal”
think that a fight would be awful.
Without
a
and the entirely new aud highly sucressful treat
A “Shirt Tail’* Committee.
A Washington letter says: “Mr. Chase took
sent to represent the “rebels” and “traitors’* of implicating Gen. Johnson and other officers.
Utile blood letting this Union will net, ill iny estiment-, as adopted by the celebrated author fully ex
ftehi Sbberfofmeats.
Among.the many good hits at the old fail- 'iiiation, be zedrth a ciirsc.'1
the
President
severely
to
task
fur
even
thinking
plained, by means of which every one is enabled to
the South, but has actually agreed with them
—Joshua R. Giddings of Ohio was nominated
cure himself perfectly, and at the least possible cost,
upon an armistice Jor ten days! This is a vir for Consul Genera! to British North America.— of evacuating Fort Sumter; whereupen the Pres' splitter’s “underground railroad” exploit, got off!
~ ' - ---- -------- 'Th
"77
;—A --- 7
thereby avoiding all the advertised nostrums of the
How the Evacuation Takes'.
Tsj .^11 WSiom it ist«y Cossfcns.
tual acknowledgment of the existence, if not Thomas Corwin having withdrawn his decima ident is represented as rising in all his majesty, by the facetious press, we find the following in
day. Ttiis Lecture will prove a boon to thousands.
the
Cincinnati
Enquirer:
The
regular
Washington
correspondent
of
the
i
undersigned
having
determined
to
remove
.
..
.
Rent under seal to any address, post paid, on tlieand info’ined Mr. Chase that he merely invited
the legality, of the Southern Confederacy. In tion, was confirmed Minister to Mexico*
from Mt. \ ernon on the first of April next, i receipt of two postage stamps, by addressing Dr. J.
We
regret
to
see
that,fio
motion
has
been
Gineifinati
Commercial,
iu
fcis
letter
of
tho
13th
!
him
to
a
seat
in
the
Cabinet,
for
the
purpose
of
fact we do not now entertain a single doubt, but
makes it absolutely necessary for ail who hare un-i y. KLINE, M. D., 127 Bowery, New York, Post
— The rumors of the non-eVacnatiou of Fort
made in Congress to raise a co.mmittee to Invest ins’tstnt, (says the StatesCidfi) has some interest- settled accounts or aro in any wise indebted to him \ office Box 4686.
March 19. 1861-ly.
that Mr. Lincoln's Administration will recognize Sumter are supposed to have been put forward consultation alone, and not to dictate as to what tigate into the “sKirt-tail, plot”, &hieS
,L;e
to call and ^eftle Inc samo without delay,
I---------------------------------------------------------------------- —
the independence and separate existence of the for political effect. It is positively certain to be his actions should be ; and if Mr. Chase or Blair cause of Lincoln’s flight .from Harrisburg. It is ing items about tlie effect of Ihe rumored ahanit. c; uvnn.
nuxK u. uvud.
March 26 2w.
L. B. W’ARD.
R. C. III RD & SOA\
.“Cotton Republic,” before the expiration of six abandoned speedily, and Fort Pickens will not were not satisfied with this position, they had the too serious a matter to.be passed o.ver withou donmefit of Tort Sumter, on the Republicans at
Ashiiprnec’s SaSc of Steal Estate.
Attorneys and Counsellors nt Law,
i investigation, if the reports of it in the Republi- tho Federal Capital. The office hunters are, to a 7VTOTICE is hereby given that I will offer for sale, ■
months! This is just what the leading Repub be re-inforced. All signs are favorable for a privilege of retiring.”
: can papers are of any account. Tbe New York
MOUNT VERNON. OHR).
licans of the North desire—a dissolution of the peaceful solution. The chartered vessels which
The above may or may not he true. We give i Times says that General Seett telegraphed Lin man, disposed to look kindly on anything the J.1 at Public Auction, ou the promises in Freder- ; mar I2-«f
icktown, Knox county Ohio,op the 29th day of April, i
Notice.
Administration
tiiaydo,
sitice
it
is
the
fountain
Union, in order that their sectional, bigoted party, recently sailed took sealed orders.
it like all other Washington gossip, for what it is coln that fifteen persona had banded together to!
A. D. 1861. at 10 o’clock A ,M. of said day, thc .tolLL persons indebted jo A. Krips for Billiard
I assassinate him, and that one of the fifteen vfas
Power ai1^ lhe soifi of vast patronage, T6 i fowiiig rSjtl estate, to-wit: Lot number Sixty-eight j
worth.
hers in the Northern States, may have the per
piny.ng aro informed licrch'y to come immediin Fredericktown, in said county, on which there is !
;
the
informer.
Now
here
is
afforded
a
fine
opthis
immense
and
hungry
class,
tbe
pursuit
of
U.
S.
SENATOR.
ntelj and settle with mo, as I tun going to leave this
tti&ueut control of the government!
The Flag of the Southern Confederacy. I portunity to prove whether, any such couibina- spoils is paramount to everything else; and, erected n gd'otl dwelling house. Skid premise;' h'aV-, j city the 25th of this month. Any one who does
ing been' assigned to mo by deed duly execute,<3, tuff j
These are the “first fruits ” of the great Re
not eomo up by that time aud settle bis bill I Will
! tion existed. The national character has been
AfleY some half dozen of caucuses, and sevtherefore, the most vital questions are brought to be sold for tho benefit of ffio creditors of Dwyer publish bis nqmp in three papers.
publican victory of 1860 !
I
deeply
humiliated
by
the
manner
in
which
the
and Shauclt.
,
enty-nine ballots, our Republican Legislators
M.ireh. (2:lt*
A. KRIPS.
Presidentelect entered tho Capital of the coun info stfbordrftatbr. to the thJrst for office. Rut
Terms of Sale—one-half in ca.-h and tho oa’nncc
nominated Hon John Sherman, as their candi
try, and an investigation is demanded to ascer the leaders of the “irrepressible conffict,” such in one year/ to be secured by notes and mortgage,
THE SOUTHERN TARIFF.
* #
RED.
PLOW#
ndWS!
PLOWS!
date forU.S. Senator; and ou Thursday last be
FtatE6 o. Williams,
tain whether General SgQit has not been sported ) a* O’d Ben \\ Aii)E, talk right out in theefing,
* Btpfi. *
f T AVTN-i? pchased tho exclusive l ight to m«nMarch 26:5f$3;00
Assigned,’
After Mr. Lincoln gives up the U. S. Forts to was
elected to that office, to fill the vacancy
with aud Lincoln's fears played upou iu an cut and consigh the Adm’ulslfatioh and the party to
I JL nfaeturo. a'ij-’l st 11 .17. . (r. Etcnimon't Patent
WHITE.
* * *
rageous manner.
Notice in Xetachment. .,
the “rebels” aud “traitors” of tho South, his ‘ occasioned by the resignation of Gov. Chase.—
Crook B’ozttn Doiit'le Shovel Plow, I aui prepared to
a terrtbl/i end; ‘.Ye extract the following from
Smith Tboiu'as, Ex'r of tho } la Knox Com Ffeas. sell indiviffi-uil1 or township rights; and I h'eroby
troubles will not ba over, by a long shot! The ’ He received all the Republican votes, 76; while
Inst will of B. P.' Truax, I
forewarn g!'’1 per.ionl’a from making said Plows, with*the Washington despatch of tire I3':h to the
Cruel.
RED.
deceased,
J- Civil Aitioi.
next difficulty ho will have to encounter will be the Democrats cast their votes (53) for Hon.
out first ob'taiiiing
Some of the conservative republican papers CoUimercialz
vs.
j
A LEGAL RIGHT
the collection of tha revenue in the Seceding William Kenyon, of St. Clairsville, Mr. Sher
cob Zblmnn.
J,
are asking questions something like this:
The contemplated evacuation of Fort Sumter,
State*. If ha attempts to do this, as his friends man, we doubt not, will make as active and reabove named Jacob dolman.' a non-resident » to doco from mo, as I am determined to prosecute
The above flag has been unanimously
“Would Henry Clay have appointed Salmon although a measure of such profound significance rjtHK
all such’, to the utmost: extent of the law, without
assert, then open reBistence will bo made through- speetable a Senator as any man his party oould
adopted by the Southetu Confederacy. It P. Chase, a free trade locoiocoand aGarrison an is already less discused here in political circles g of said county, is hereby no iiied that on the respect to persons.
,
5th day of March, A. D. 1861, tlie above named
ia composed of three stripes, the upper and abolitionist, one of his cabinet officers; if Mont than the everlasting subject of office.
This is unquestionably one of the best Pows now••■at the *• Confederate States,' and if an armed select.
Smith
Thomas,
as
Executor
of
the
last
will
and
tes
----------------------------------lower red, and tbe middle white, with a blue gomery Blair, an old locofoco would have suited
The scramble for the best places in tbe Gov tatnont of B. I’. Tru'ai, clee'easeff. if)'tituted proeeod- in use, and I am confident they will give universal
? rce is employed, the Southerners are determin
^g^We heartily indorse the following motto
union, containing a circle of seven stats, hia idea of old whiggery, and been one of his ernment seems paramount (o the vita] question ings in attachment against him before 0. C. Baugh, satisfaction. Those who may desire to engage iu
ed to meet force with force !
certniiiiv do well.'
the union reaching down to the lower stripe. cabinet officers; if Gid Weils an old fri e trade whether we have a Government or not, after all. a justice of tho Poaco of Clinton township, in said their manufacture can SA
which we find at the head of the editorial cob
’MUEi; VA'NBUSKIRK.
If, on the other hand, Mr. Lincoln makes no
county,upon
two
due
bills
executed,
by
the
said
Z'oT.
Many,
perhaps
most,
of
the
Republicans
here;
locofoco and Cameron, another locofoco, would
Wood view, Morrow co. O., Mar. 12-w6
tinin of the New York Express, a Union (Bkli>'
man
payable
to
Truax
&
House,
and'
assigned
to
said
attempt to collect tha revenue in the Southern Evekett) journal :
have been takeu into old Hal’s bosom to enable after the first blush of astonishment and hajiiril'i- B. P. Truax in his life time; one of said due bills is
Hoad Ntiifbe.'
ation at this contemplated step, have turned to for $61,19, dated July 25, US 19, with credit endorsed
him to carry out whig ideas?”
States, and recognises the independence of the
J’OTICE is hereby given that a petition wiR be
The following is the true programme^or ac Feeling Adiong Republicans at Washing
finding justifications for it in military necessity, at date, of $3,87. The other is for fifty cents, dated
It
will
be
remembered
that
during
the
canvass
• Confederate States,” which wa are inclined to tion now among the States :
to the Commissioners of Knox coun-,
ton.
the state of the country. &c. toome, however, >fny 26, 1859. Amount claimed as due thereon, ty. at presented
their next session, asking that, a new Road'
• nnk will bo the case, then another formid’
Regarding tha intended evacuation of. Fort Linfcoi'n was claimed by some of the republicans continue.to denounce it as not only unnecessary March 5, llAsl-,' SOS.I'S. Said order of attachment was may
be
laid
out
as follows : Beginning at the SouthEQUITY AND EQUALITY!
ub'u difficulty will stare him in the face. The
but in the highest degree cowardly. Did Ben returned “no goods, chattels or effects within said
Sumter there is a division of feeling among Re to be a Henry Clay whig.
st corner of Charles. E. Vnnvorhes’ land, thence
—
--:
--------------------------JlzSTICK AND FRiTEmiTY I
Wade says be never much believed it: total de county,” and with a suggestion that the defendant , North between the lands of Benjamin Bell and Wm
nthern Tariff is much lower than the “ Morrill
publicans at Washington, which may lead to a
Abolitionists Rejoicing over the Dissolu pravity, but in these apostate times he begins to was the owner of certain real estate situate in said i Wilson, Wm. D. Beatty and said Vanvorhes and
NG CIVIL WAR !
xriff,” so called, passed by the late Congress at
serious rupture in the party. A dispatch of the
tion of the Union.
think it is true, and that the Republican party qouuty, and thereupon said, cause was duly certified Jesse Ashcraft, Joscpl’f Ramniil and Simon Wolff
The Ballot Before the Bulletl
to said Court of Common Pleas on tho 12th day of James
james MeCamment,
MeCamm'ent. and
Iloyman, to intersect
nn'A Jacob Uoyman,
tshingtou. In fact, Cotton goods, and other
I2tb, says :
The National Anti-Slavery Standard is in ec- will furnish a striking illustration of it, being March, ISfil, and proceedings were taken therein, tbe
road leading from New Castle, Coshocton
Cogho
county
at plea manufactured io the North, as well as
likely
to
be
damned
before
it
is
fairly
born
.
“
The
excitement
and
indignation
of
the
ma

and
liii
order
of
attachment
issued
and
served,
ns
au

The Southern Confederacy^
Stacies over the dissolution of the Union- Aboli.
to Mt. Y’oruon, KiioX odntv.
Office-seekers
generally
approve
the
evacua

thorized
’
and
required
by
law.
Said
proceeding
is
jority
of
the
Republicans
at
the
humiliation
in
’' 'adstuffs and provisions, are placed upon the
mar 12w4*
The Charleston papers are confident that the
THE PETITIONERS.
tioriism has triumphed, and the Standard re
now pending in said court, and the dofenduntis no
■flee list! The obvious intention of this is to Southern Confederacy will be recognized by store for them continues to be immerse, The joices that the great Republican army has come tion of Fort Sumter, but that is a thing of course tiffed
Administrator’s Sale of Real Estate.
that u'filess he appears nnd answers or demurs
and would equally follow the Administration,
hotel
parlors
and
halls
are
pregnant
with
their
break up the New England manufacturers.
France and Spain. The former nation is doubt curses. But as most-have some favors to ask of up to do the work which Abolitionists had been had the thing been decided auy other way.— by the third Saturday after the expiration of six James McCaineut, Administrator, Ac., vs. Jemima
Darlings and others. In Probate Court. Admin
If this Southern Tariff goes into operation, less greatly irritated against the North on ac the administration, their wrath will doubtless for so many long years cutting out. Listen to There are many who think Scott and other mili weeks from March 26th, 1861, tho complaint of the
istrator's Sale of Real Estate,
plaintiff will b'e taken as true, aud judgement ren,
tary
men
are
too
easily
deterred
by
obstacles,
the merchants of the great West and North-west, count of the passage of the Morrill Tariff, which subside in a few days. Ben. Wade is said to do its exultations:
ff OTlCE is hereby given that on the 1 Otfi day of
dered accordingly.
CURTIS 4 SCRIBNER,
and declare the ready yielding to the new policy
Marbh 26:6w.?5.12
AU’yefof Plff.
April, 1S61, between tlid hours 61 10 o’clock
will have their goods imported direct from imposes high duties upon French importations as iri'uch «s anybody iu the swearing line.
“
For
tbe
last
ten
jef.rs,
yea,
eleven
next
sev

A.
M. and 4 o’clock P. M., oii the premises, in But
on the part of the Administration the most fatal
Strange as it may sound, it is now positively
France and England, by way of Savannah, into the United Slates. The Paris Ulonileur, the
enteenth
of
March,
the
Hunkerdom
of
the
North
ler
Township,
w ill be sold to tho highest bidder the
blunder it could have committed—sure to demo
known that Secretary Chase unexpectedly came
the following real estate, as the property of Patriot
Charleston and New Orleans, and after they have organ of the Emperor, threatens recognition of out advocating the evacuating iu the last Cabinet has been engaged in a constant effort to save the ralize the party and ruin the credit of the Gov
M. Darling, deceased, to-wit: Situate in the County
once pus cd through the Custom House, no other the South upon this idea.
meeting, and that Messrs. Cameron and Blair Union. The Abolitionism of the North has ernment and the people, at home as well as
of Knox, in Section 1, Township 6', of Rango 40, of
were most reluctant to nssent, Mr. Chase is been all the time busy in thfe opposite direction abroad. Bui one fact is certain, the thing has
duty can be levied or collected upon them ! The
Military lands in said county, estiiffated to contain
to have been influenced by New York trying to break it up. IVell, ive have beaten-.— been resolved upon,
2621 acres and bounded as follows: Beginning 78
result of this will be that there will be a tremen Trouble Brewing in the Southern Con presumed
The tlnion is dissolved, in spite of the Hunkers.
financiers.
rods from the North line of said Section l', and” 79
federacy.
dous failing off in our revenue, and probably our
----------------------------------It is nothing odd that they should rage aud im
80-100 rods E. from tho W. boundary of said Section
Holmes County.
The Chronicle and Sentinel says it has receiv
agine strange things. Nobody likes to be lick
I, at the N. W. corner of tbe tract of laud of which
Greeley’s Prouunciamento.
government will be left without means to keep
The
following
items
are
from
the
last
Holmes
ed information that President Davis will eutirely
MRS, WEXSEAiil’,
the said Patrick M. Darling in his life time and Wm.
ed. That is just what they ate. Let us be pa
A late number of Greeley’s Tribune says:
itself in existence S
') i . :
An
expericnct-il
N
ul
'ff
and
’
Female,
Physician,
pre

County
Parmer
:
Darling were co-fenaufs, in' tho' centre of Owl Creek;
tient with them, and let them expen’d their froth
ignore the two regiments now recruiting in Geor“ We warn M>-, Chty, we warn all compromi'
sents to the,attention of inotbers; lny
. This, to our mind, is the most serious difficulty
thence E. 48° E.with the'nieanderings of said creek
Oil PROkfECTiNO.—A company in this place
gia, by order, of the Governor, and all the Gov- sers at Washington,.high or low, Io expect neither and fury. Better times are at hand, aud all the
i 0 rods ; thence N. 56° E. with the meandcrings of
that Mr. Lincoln will have to encounter at the
SOOTHING SYItVP, said
ernor’s appointments, and that he will pot allow silence nor acquiescence from the tribune in any nearer the worse they behave. Cue thing is cer have leased Several farms on Wolf Creek, in this
creek 8 52-100 rods ; thence S, 71° E. with th,®
FOtl CIIII.DKEN THKTU1XO,
County, Where tb -y intend boning for-cih It is
present time, and it will require considerable civilians, or West Point juniors to rank above scheme that grants one ruCb Gt one hair’s breadth tain, tne Union is dissolved,
meanderings of said creek 50 rods; thonce S. 1° W.
which greatly facilitates the process of teething, by
said
by
those
ebqi.p^teij
tv
judge
tlmi
the
sur

along the partition lino of said tract of landand 206
rnora statesmanship to uteer through than to West Point seniors, citizens of tha Confederate to slavery.”
softening tho gums,' reducion all ihllamafton—will
Ohio Changed Front,
face indications are at good as fliose of any oil allnv
rods; thence N. 53° W, on said partition line 12 rode;
States, who have heretofore seen service and who
inauagy u flat boat or split railsdall pain and spasmodic, action,‘and is
The people will sustain tbe “Compromisers,’’
regiou
in
tl
e'
State.
We
will
give
lurther
par

fl he itiaugural is emphatic aud decided in up
MKL T« KI$<3t«B,ATl-: THE XS<» « KtS. thence S. 1° W. 248 rods on said partition line ;
have resigued their commissions iu the U. S. and that will be much better than if the Tribune
ticulars
ne&t
week.
holding the so called “Fugitive Slave Law;” no
Depend upon it, mothers, it wil) giro rest to your- thence N. 89° W. 87 78-100 rods to the S. W. corner
IMPORTANT TO OFFICE BEGGARS. Army. -----------------------------------of said tract;-thence N. 1° E., 403 20-100 rods to
supported them. eRB Jla sej-ro
one will question the understanding of the Pres
CASXBt CoXL. — A wry fine vein of Cannel solves. and
th^ p’.ffce of beginning; to bo sold subject to tha
----------------------------------ident oh the Constitutionality of this Law. The Coal, some ten feet thick, was disc vt red on Mr. BELIEF AND HEALTH TO YOUR INFANTS. dower
Not Married.
The Ohio Slate Journal announces, by author
of the widow.
It not only relieves the child from pain, but invig
Republicans fall in and say all right Mr. Lincoln, SnEPLAit's place,, three miles south of town, a
Coin
ia
tbe
Country.
Term's of sale, one-third cash in hand,tho remain
Miss
Lane,
the
etar
of
the
White
House
under
ity, that Mr. Liucolu and bis Cabinet are deter
we believe the return of fugitives was engrafted f.-w days ago. We have heard ,oT the discovery orates tbe stomach -and bowels, corrects acidity, and der in two equal annual payments with interest.—
The
Bauks
aud
Sub
Treasurers
of
New
York,
gives tone and energy to tho whole system. It will
mined hereafter to appoint uo man to office who the late administration has been an object of ati
Deferred payments to'bo secured by notes and mort
Philadelphia and Boston, now hold tbe enor in tbe Constitution and thia must be obeyed.— of a nfitnbef Of otheT banka in this neighborhood. almost instantly relieve
Well, how look back, within tne memory of all, We are fully Satisfied that the mineral wealth of GRIPINH IN THE BOWELS, AND WIND COLIC gage on said premises.
makes personal application therefor. After in. teuttoo of lata by newspaper gossips, who have
mous
amount
of
fifty
five
millions
in
coin,
of
JAS. McCAMENT, Adrn’r, do.
and a-k any and every Black Republican, ichy this county, though wholly undeveloped, is un and overcome convulsions, which if not speedily rem
vuiug a ••free and easy” iuteroourse from all his reported her marriage to a Mr, Carlisle, a dis
mar. I2:5w, prfS6,12
of P- M. Darling, dop’d.
tinguished lawyer of Washington. The con which $40,000,000 is held in New York, and the was Jtidge Swan thrown overboard ? The Re surpassed by that of a'ny fconnty in the State.
edied, end in death. Wo believe it the REST and
office huuting friends, until he became worried summation of their courtship in marriage is de*
Valuable Farni Toi* Sale.
SrUnvS™^DY IN THE 'VOBLD, in all cases ~
current of coin from Europe, now amounting to publicans support Lincoln’s inaugural for con'
ACRES of Vatfi'able Lkhd, all under fence,
and dogged almost to death, Old A be is now nied by the latest information, and Miss L.. it
Leffk© of the Public Works. s»uj of DTSLNTLRY and DIA'RRtEA IN CHILDREN
about $20,000,000 since the middle of Decem taiuing and expressing the same sentiments
whether it arrises from teething, or from any other 300 200 cleared, aud under good state of culti
that Judge Swan eutertained, and for which be
compelled to adopt tbs opposite extreme course, appears “still lives” single.
On Wednesday last, Mr. 'Wood’s bill for )eas, cause, lie would say to every mother who has n vation, and containing agood frame Dwelling house,
ber last, ia likely to coutinue for some time to was thrown overboard. Gentlemen Republicans
two tenant houses, two good barns, two good stable!,
or at once give up the ghost. It is said that his
tbe Canals, pagsfe'd the House of Representa
ftny of tho f”^going complaints
come.
_,
Hi
dri® &T3.I bartia I j if two years have made such a change in your ing
Wigfall
Drunk
aud
Breckinridge
Sober.
tives by a vote of yt-ss 61, hays 28. Previous to —DO NO1 LET YOUR PREJUDICES, NOR THE aud two orchards of grafted fruit, situate m
health is already seriously impaired, uot having
opinions,
what
will
you
profess
to
believe
two
At a large diuner party given on Thursday
JiJorris Townships l.iiox Co. Ohio,
its passage, the bill was to amended ng to award PREJUDICES Oh OTHERS, stand between you
^Better that half this Nation perish by the years hence?—Plaindealef.
time, on account of tho incessant pressure upon
the lease to Messrs. Jarvis, Msdbury, and others and your suffering child, and tho relief that will be 6 miles.from Mt. Vernon, and 3J miles from Fredehim, to move beyond tho walls of the ’Vhite night at Washington, Wigfall essayed to make a sword, than that one inch, be conceded to Slavery,"
SURE—yes ABSOLUTELY SURE-to follow the ioklown. Said premises aro well situated, and aro
on tbe terms proposed in their bid submitted to use
House, to inhale the pure breath of heaven. It speech, and alluded to Mr- Breckinridge’s defeat
So writes a Republican correspondent of the
of this medicine, if timely used. Full directions I watered with seven good springs, and two large
Arkansas all Right.
the Legislature a few weeks ago. Those terms lor using' will accompany each bottle. Nono genu-' streams of running water. Said land will be sold all
was by a similar pressure of hungry, insolent, for President in a rather uncomplimentary man Ashtabula Sentinel, ifl Urging the Republican
The Secession Ordinance has been defeated were to lease and keep the canals In good re
heartless office beggars, upon Gen. Harrison iu ner, the despatches to the Cincinnati papers
ine unless the fac-simile of CURTIS <fc PERKINS, ,n one lot, or divided into one hundred acre lots to
in the Arkansas Convention by a vote of 39 to pair for the term of ten years, and Pav into the New Y’oik, is oil the outside rapper.
suit purchasers, and gold oil time.
F841, a :d Gen. Taylor in 1849, that those kind state. His only excuse was his condition, aud I Representatives to oppose all compromises.
Better hang every Abolitionists in the laud 35. So Arkansas has wisely concluded to march btafe treasury a rent of ten thousand dollars an
Sold by all Druggists and' dealers in medioines
jan 22-tf______ __ _____ DAVID BRADDOCK.
ss • - ! m-n were murdered in the White House. Mr. Breckinridge wittily replied that his defeat
Old Abe is now determined, if possible, to avoid was no special wonder when he oame to look at and the niggers with them, than that this Union ■ on under the grand old flag, and keep step to the nually in advance. Although this bill pa8sed ,UPRINCIPAL^OFFICE, 13 Cedar Street, N. Y.
PATENT OFFICE AGEWCY,
the House by a vote of two to one, its fate in the
&8imil&r late.
PRICE ONLY 25 CENT'S PER BOTTLE.
j
the H educll House, Cleveland, Ohio.
his supporters. Wigfall collapsed.
be dissolved or civil war commenced, say we, j music ol tve Union of our Fathers
Senate is doubtful.-Newark Adtwcate,
March 26, 1801.
1
a> acsffiiifix
[May5.J
j. muiium?.
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(Too anti tantw.

Union Ticket*

At an informal meeting of the Democrats and
Union men of Clinton Township held at the ofMOUNT VERNON..................... .dARClI 28, iyot i fice of Messrs. Dunbar & Banning, on Saturday
following ticket was
S. M.. & Newark R. R. Time Table, evening, March 23d,
TRAINS LEAVE MT.VERSON AS FOLLOWS:
placed in nomination, viz:
OO1NO SOUTH.

Mail Train leaves............. ................. ,....11.30 A. M J
Accommodation leaves............................. 2.16 P. M.
GOING NORTH.

Accommodation leaves,........................... 8.20 A. M.
Mail Train leavos,..................................... .3.45 P. M.
Nov. 26, I860.

TRUSTEE.1?,

DAVID PARROTT,
JOHN W. SAVAGE.
DAVID F. HALSEY.
CLERK,

Cleveland anti Toledo Railroad.

ABEL;H'A!RT, Jr.,
CONSTABLES,

MOXROEVILLS TIME TABLE.

3olng West.
Going East.
6.28 A. M................. 7.31 A. M.
1.35 P. M........ ............’,,...,............12.34 P. M.
8.84 P. M..................................... . 6.43 P M.
Passengers going north on the S., M. A N. It.
A. can take the cars of the C. <£• T. It. It. for any
3oint they doairo to reach, either east or west of
Monroeville

FREEBORN TERRY,
WM. SANDERSON, jr,
TREASURE*,

•

ALEXANDER C. ELLIOTT,
ASSESSOR,

williaxfoRdney.

latest from Texas.
' Galveston, March 19.—Gov. Honatou and
‘ the Secretary of State refused to appear on the .
j B>tb before the Convention, when summoned, i
after one notice, to take the oath. The other
8t*te officers took the oath.
Lieut. Clerk was to assume tbs Governor’s
powers on the 1 Gth. It was not known what
Houston would do.
. The Convention is rapidly mustering defen
give forces to protect the frontier.
The. Indians are present in large numbers on
the Western borders.
Ford is organizing a military force to protect
the Rip Grande.
The Convention hits passed an ordinance con
tinning in. the State Government the officers who
take the oath..
ijjttial faiths.

Kelnfotced I

OTWITHSTANBING the united opposition of
Fort Moultrie: We run them in not in the
night, nor with muffled oars, but in broad day light,
by the car load.
We are not only selling Sugars extremely low, but
all other goods as compariiively cheap.-,. Thankful
to tho Public for their liberal patronage, we solicit, a
continuance of the same and hope to merit it in futuro by soiling goods ehenp and fair dealing at the
Old Corner.
feb. 26, '61.
, G. M. FAY.
SPLENDID lot of Hams and Dried Beef just
received at tho Old Corner.
'
Feb. 25,'51.
G. M. FAY.
ALL and see those nice and cheap Sugars,before
purchasing elsewhere, at tho Old Corner.
Feb. 23,'61.
G. M. FAY.

A
C

I

BOUND TO BLA1Z!

BUCKINGHAM’S BUILDING.

NemusHeadache

Main Street, Mount Vernon, Ohio.
WHERE MAY BE FOUND A COMPLETE STOCK OF

Drugs, Medicines, Chemicals, Paints, Oils,
VARNISHES, turpentine, brushes, alcohol,
BI RATAG FI.U1O, CAMP5IEKE, PERFUMEItV, FANCY ARTICLES, Ac.

WISH it distinctly understood we have noconDealers and Consumers can rely on tho genuineness of all articles that eome from my Establish
_ nection with any other house in the city, having
purchased'of Mr; J. George the stock and paid him ; ment, as most of them are bought direct of the Importers or Manufacturers. All Goodfc‘Warranted
[Jnlv 17th, ISCO-ly.
for it, he holds no interest in the Old Comer, not' represented, and for sale as cheap as the choapest
even as r creditor. We have his documents to prove '
the same, ., ,feb. 26^, '61.,
G, M. FAY
QANTITY -of the colebrated Hamburg Cheese
BOOT^ AND SHOES.
■
*T
.
Just received at tho Old Corner. .
Feb. 26.'61.
G. M. FAY.
JL.iTHE N

By the use of thc«e PR's the periodic attacks o.
_#£©■'following is an extract from,& letter written
C.R. R—SIielby Time Table
Nervous or Sink Ho&daclremey ce preveateo ; and
,
Union School Concert.
j by the Rav. J. S. Holmes, pastor of the Pierrepolnt
GOINO SOVTn.
if taken at the fcomrner.&emenc of an att&ok lmm«.
The pupils of the several Music Classes cou Street Baptist Church, Brooklyn, N. Y., to the “Jour
Cincinnati Express,..................... ....10.10 A.M
dlate relief from pain end glckaefs wlit t>« »&*■
nal
and
Messenger,
”
Cincicaatti,
.0.,
and
speaks
vol

Night Express,............................. ....10.21 P. M
nseled ♦yith the public Schools of this City, num
talned
GOING NORTH.
They eeldom fail la removing th® Nas#e*
bering (200,) will give a Cencert of Vocal Mu umes in favor of that world-ronowned medicine, MrsNight Express,............................ ..... 7.20 A. M.
HeaJach® to which female* are so eubjeotCincinnati Express,.................... ..... 6.06 P. M
sic, under the direction of tbgir Teacher Mr. J. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup for Children Teething,:—
Theyact gentiy upon the bowels, removing C®*WAERER’S ENIO.V WASHER.
V‘ “We see an advertisement in your columnsof Mrs.
B. Beardslee, at the Court Room, on Monday Winslow’s Soothing Syrup. Now we ne never said
tiyenesa.
G. & W. D. EIIOWNING,
STREET COMMISSIONER.
<
HORACE
WELSH,
Fdr'Lllerary Men, Stadeuts, Delicate -Females,
a word in faverof a patent uiedicino bofore in onr
Mr. Editor—Pleuse announce Win. Pickard as an Evening, the 25th, inst., at 7| o'clock.
, Are just opening an additional stock of
ESPECTFULLY announces to the eitkens of
and all persons oi sedeniary habits, they are y*l«ilife, but
feel,compelled to say to your readers
Independent Candidate for Street Comiuissitner, at
Tickets 20 cents, Pupils $f the Schools 10 that this is no humbug—wo have had it, and know
NEW AND BEAUTIFUL G00D3
Knox and the adjoining counties that he is the
•ble 88 a laxative, Improving the appetite, giving
the election on the first Monday of April, and oblige
ME.*,
agent for the manufacture and sale of WALKER’S
cents, to be had at the Book Stores, and at the it to be all it claims. Ilia probably one of the most
. Just purchased at the evry lowest figures and of tL tone and vigor to the digestive organs, and reetar
A Host of Friends.
ing the natural elasticity and strength of the whole
successful medicines of • the day, because it is one of CELEBRATED UNION WASHER, which, ho hesi
latest
.
. Mr. Harper—Please announce the came., ol door. t
the best. .And those- of your renders-who have ba tates not to say is the
system.
NEW YORK STYLES,
The mas Harding, as a cuudidato for Stroct Commis
The proceeds will be appropriated to supply bies can't do better than to lay in a supply."
Best Washing Machine
The CEPHALIC PILLS are the result of long
Which they are now propared to offer their Frlenda,
sioner, and oblige
Maxy Friexus.
WOMEN,
now in use in the country. These machines are
ing the several School Rooms with Singing Books.
Custokaers and the public, ou tcarms aa favorable as investigation and carefully conducted experiments,
, Mexican Mustang Linamenf.
Mr. Harper—Please announce tho name of John
manufactured at Cooper's Foundry, in Mt. Vernon,
any House In thia section cf the country—»» (/.<• having been in use many years, during which time
Henegan, ns an Independent candidate for Street
Frcm rich and poor, Bond and freep all; oolorS, and ate .sold at extremely low prices. Rend tho fol
they have prevented and relieved a vast amount of
particular they do not intend to bt outdoae.
Commissioner, and oblige
* The Peori.E.
- ( A Word to Housekeepers.
grades, and conditions. .of
of lifop'the
lifel the kaffio meed uf lowing certificate of persons well known in this com
Among their new stock will Be found .
pain .and suffering from Headache* whether origi
It everybody knew how to make a coal fire, praise is awarded this wonderful article. Sores .are munity :
CONSTABLE.
!
FRENCH
REPS.
nating in the nervous system or froth e. daranged
Mt. Vxrxox, Ohio, Feb. 4th, 186-1.
Mr. Harper—Please announce tho namo of T. M. there would be more comfort inside and Ie38 healed, pains ralieved, lives saved, valuable animals
state of the stomach.
cashmiers
,
We tho undersigned, would reoummend G. Walk
made useful; and untold 1113 assuaged by thin remark
Bartlett, as acandiduto for Constable, and oblige
i
MERINOS,
They are entirely vegetable lu their compnMtlOB,
smok? outside the houses, in cold weather. Be able medicine. Fur Cuts, Bruises, Sprains, Rheu- er’s Union Washer as ono of the most desirable im
A Host of Friexi>3.
valencies, .
and may be taken at ail times with perfect safety
fore you throw on the coals, pull all the fire to matis, Swellings. Bites, Strained Iforses, Ac., it has plements of household economy; and beliove that It
MISS33S,
MOHAIRS,
without making any change of diet, and the abequal among Liniments,.Ointments, or Salves. It stands unequaled for ea-se ef operating, for perfection
City Nominations.
the front of the grate towards the bars, fill up no tho
DEL A INS.
■ sence of any disagreeable taste renders It a&sy to
Housekeeper's a&d Farmer’s friend. Weeks and-expedition inr washing, and for the comfort and
Tho citizens’ meeting in the Third Ward on the cavity at the back with, the cinders or gshea of illness and loss of time are saved by an early ap health of the operator, freeing them from the inju
FRENCH A.
i administer them- to children
BEWARE OF COUNTERFEITS 1
ENGLISH
Friday evening last nominated John Payne for which will ba found under tbs grate, then throw plication of Mustang Liniment. It should always rious effects of stooping, soaking, steaming, and in
The genuiue have five signatures of Henry C
•
'
PRINTS,
he on hand. Be careful of whom you buy, and have haling into the. lungs the nauseating and health de
the Council (full term) and Wm. R. Hart for va on the coals. The gas evolved in the process of it warrnnted as gouuine. All genuine will hereafter stroying futnos of the wash.
and a variety of OTHER STYLES OF DRESS i Spalding on each Box.
L.' M. Watson,
! GOODS too numerous to mention. They would also
L. M; Fowler,Sold by Drufi^Dts and all other Dealers in Med
cancy occasioned by the removal of Mr. Eable roasting the coals, will be absorbed by the cin bear the signature ot Q. W. Westbrook, Chemist; and
Henry Ransom,
!
call
particular attention to thir
Robert
Watson,
icines.
B»rnea,
Proprietor,
with-these
words
’
Trado
”
aND
out of the ward. The same meeting nominated ders, and render them in an increased degree ‘‘Mark’’ in two Medallions of the Federal Currency.
Ellen Ransom,
William Bartlett,
A Box will be sent by mall, prepaid, on'rec«lp<
STOCK OF SHAWLS,
Wm. Wallace Wade,
J. B. Staunton,
Geo. Black for Street Commissioner, and Colum combustible. The smoke will thus be burnt, Sold at 25ots, 50ets, and $’.00 per Bottle, by all re
of the
■
whith
for
their
styles
and
quality,
AT
THE
PRICE
Mary E. Wade,
Hellen M. Staunton,
spectable dealers throughout the world.
ixriey Jfis.
bus Johnson fur Marshal,
: are not to be exceeded. Theyhavealaaftfroebsupand a fine glowing, smokeless fire will be the re
K. Hildreth,
Wm. B. Beardsley,
Mar.26-4t
D. S. BARNES, New York.
All orders should be addressed to
! plj of ,
,!
;
INFANTS.
'The citizens meeting in the First Ward nomi' sult.
A. W<HHdceth,
Dorcus Beardsley,
HENRY C. SPALDING.
(L P. Brister, Editress of Xawark (<X)
Geo. W. Jarks-m,
Wm. Blair.
-------------- -------------------- — I .. ,
! RIBBONS AND DRESS TRIMMINGS.
nate'd It. D. Huntsherry for Council, and Colum'
48 Cedar Street, New York.
T<»iee, writes in her paper cf January 23, 1859, as
March 5, '61:tf. .
Cassel’s Illustrated Publication^.
A fine assortment of
bus Juhnson for Marshal.
follows:
THE
FOLLOWING
ENDORSEMENTS OF
A Large Stock atrd eheap at
We have received from the Western Agency x Wo know that Dr, Rohaok's Scandinavian Reme
I.adlcs’ and Chiltlren’s HotMlt.
in the Second Ward, D. Miller was nominated
MILLER A WHITE’S.
SPALDING
’S
of Cassel’s Illustrated Worka-McKelvey & Co., dies, are all they claim to be. The I)r. presented us
Please call and examine them. For Gentlemen,
Mt. Vernon, May ] ?, 1860-tf.
for Council, Geo. Black for Street Commissioner
y’,lthi» fow boLtUsqXjiis Scandinavian Blood Purifier
they have a good fresh stock of
of Sandusky,
and boxes, cf hia Bi.oqd Pills last summer which put
and Johnson for Marshal.
MEN'S WEAR,
nii
Casski.’s Illustrated History oe England,— new life into us. They invigorate, strengthen, and
WILL COSVI.tce 4LL WHO.BpF/KR FROM
’
In the Filth Ward, Denis Smith was nominated
which for price and quality are not to he heat In
leave
tho sj atom in a bettor condition than stimulants
parts 1.3 and 14;
.
this
market,
HEADACHE,
for Council, Jas. Worley for Street Commissioner,
usually do, and fiave.no depressing effect. We feel A Larsfc and Pretty Assortment!
Cassel's Illustrated Bible—parts 23 and 24; safe, in, recommending the Blood Puridor to all sufS O THEY T II I N K ’
That a epeedy and sure cura is within their reach;
and C. Johnson for Marshal.
KNOX COUNTY
Thev have also-on hand fcgood stock of LADIES, As these testimonials were unsolicited by Mr. Spaidituf,
HUMOROUS PICTURE BOOKS,
Cassel's Popular Natural History—parts 21 tcring.faqai debility, be tho cause what it may, the
CHILDREN
’
/,
’
a
ffd
rGENTT-EMEN
’
S
Pilis have this peculiarity, they, are powerfully aothey afford unquestionale proof of the efficacy
and 22.
New Conductor.
UNTEARABLE PICTURE BOOKS'
BOOTS AAB> SHOES,
tivc, and at the same time leave the.patient stronger
of this truly scientific discovery,
We commend these works to the public. If and in an improved condition, different from most
of nearly every kind which they are offering at every
Mr. John Strickland, for several years past a
Mason villi, Conn., Feb. 5, 1861. ;
lowpri.es.
G. A W. D. BROWNING.
Mr. Spalding—Sir: I tried your Cephalic Pills,
OIL COLORED VIEWS,
Mail Agent on the S. M. & N. R. R., having you desire to subscribe for them send to McKeb drastic remedies. Try them .with the Blood Purifier
Nov20-tf.
and you will feat like many who have been relieved,
%nd I like them so well that I want you to send me
been superceded by the appointment of one of vey & Co., Sandusky, They are the handsomest and willing to : dd your testimony to their efficacy.
two dollars worth more.
ALPHABET BLOCKS,
Ij5e3'VV7XS’
See
advertis-ea
nt.
“ tho faithful,' has been invited to take the place ; and best publications ever issued from the press
Part of these are for the neighbors, lo whom I
TEMPLE OF ART!
gave a few out of the first box I got from you.
TRANSPARENT SLATES,
Conductor on said lli,ad !
of Mr'. McEwen
jKsI
Sore
Nipples,
;
Soice
Eyes,
Chapped
and
Send the Pills by p,jail( and oblige
Delinquent Subscribers,
I desire to inform the public that my
trucked Hands and Lips are cured by applying l)r.
•John is a gent'eman in every sense ot the word,
BOXES OF PAINTS,
Your ob’t Servant.
j A chap cut west, said to be an editor, addres- 3. A. M paver's Cerate at night. By morning they
Splendid
Suit
of
Photograph
Kooina
.and will discharge bis new trust to the entire sat
JAMES KENNEDY
are well. In all cases a few applications will effect
! ses his delinquents in the following style:
ARB
COMPLETED!
CHESSMEN,
DOMINOS,
H
avereoru
, Pa., Feb. 5,1861.
isfaction of the company dud the traveling pub'
effect a cure. It will remove the inflammation that
Mr.
Spaldings
—
Sir:
I
wish
you to send me one
<
Delinquent Subscribers.—A poetical editor makes them crack, and cause them to heal. Mother's
And now open for the reception of visitors. It is
lie'.
_
BACKGAMMON BOARDS,
needless to comment upon my work, as it recom more box of your Cephalic Pill, I have received a
; addresses his delinquent subscribers in the fol will find a Iriond in this remedy—trv it.
,
mends itself. I rnako Photographs from small min great deal of benefit from them.
Sold by Jas. Blanchard and 3, W. Lippit.
Postmaster at Sandusky.
lowing musical touching numbers:
PORTFOLIOS,
Yours respectfully,
iatures to LIFE-SIZE, PLAIN o? t s
March 19-4t.
Our old friend McEwen, who has for many
MARY ANN STOIKHOUSE.
How happy are they
BEAUTIFULLY FiNISHBD IN OIL,
#£5" Dr. S. 0. Richardson’s Sherry Wine Bitters.
Srauci Creek, Huntington Co.,Pa.,^
PORTEMONAIS,
Whom the editors pay.
years past been a Conductor on the S. M. & N.
,
r
Water
Colors,
or
!
—
The
W
ine
Bitters
are
tonic,
and
build
up
;
they
are
January 18,1861.
I
And have squared up for ono year or more,
R. It, has received the appointment of Post
j apperient, but their effect is different frqrn other purTongue cannot express
H. C. Spalding—Sir: You will please send me
M w jt>
JL
mr se
PURSES,
j gatives, inasmuch as they do not debilitate ; -they are
The groat joy of the press,
master at Sandusky —a snug berth, worth some.j
two
boxes
of
yur
Cephalic
Pills.
Send
them
im
If you have an old Daguerreotype or Ambrotype
; alternative, and difluse their influence throughout
When delinquents have paid the old score.
SCAP BOOKS,’
of a deceaiod friend, (no matter how poor), it can mediately.
§3,000 is. year. We congratulate Mac on hi<;
. tho entire system, correcting all unhealthy action of
Respectfully yours,
be enlarged to any sin and colored true to uaturo.
i or disorganization; purifying the blood, and regulagood fortune! While some of Old Abe’s appoint- !
Printers>1,1 the day long
JNO. B. SIM0N3.
I wish-'partie j’rariy to impress upon the mind of
ALBUMS,
j Gng the secretions. Every family should have Lr.
Rubor
hard
for
a
song
—
the public this important branch of Photography.
P. S. I have used one box of your Pills, and
incuts in Ohio are anything but creditable, till- ;
j Richardson's Slurry Wine Bitters.
A fats thiyt is hard, all agree—
I employ Mr. HALL, of Cleveland, the acknowledg find them excellent.
ENGLISH POETS,
- ■
one is certainly not of that class.
Sold by James Blancliard.
mar. lS-4t.
Thjsy have worked night and day,
ed best COLORIST in Northern Ohio.
Belle Vernon, Ohio. Jan. 15,1001.
> -. ~ In Autique-mor-and Blue and Gold Binding,
i— i i.» .And of coarse want their pay,
Specimens of old pictures enlarged can he seen at
Henry C. Spalding, Esq.,—Sir: Please find'inclhe*
! ILU What proof more reliabe could he given in
Mail AgentTo buy sugar, and .coffee, and tea.
my
Gallery.
ed
twenty-five
cents, for which send me another bo
POCKET BIBLES AND TESTAMENTS,
! favor of any medicine than the following letter, re( \Ye learn that Mr. Brooklin Terry, of thip city,
ef your Cephalic Pilis. The, are truly the best
AMBROTYPES
In Fine Binding,
iceive.d
unsolicited,
from
the
Rev.
W.
B.
Jacobs!
One would hardly believe
(ins been appointed Mail Ageht on the. Sapdusky, j
A. STOVER, P. At.
And all'small work done on short rictiee. We ex'- Pills I have ever tried.
j Read it.
,
What smpH sums they receive,
main street, mt. vernon, onio.
Belle Vernon, Wyandot Co., Oi
M ISC EL .ANEOUS BOOKS,
tend a cordial invitation to all to call and examine
Mansfield ana Newark Railroad. If
will j
Newark, N. I., June 6th, 1369.
For the paper addve,s£ed to each name,
Beverly, Mass., Dec. 11, 1861.
A Good Assortment,
Specimens.
Messrs. Perry Davis & Son,—Gontlemen:—Allow
But tbo.pdqt; is so, s ki all,
make half as good an officer as either Messrs, j
H.C. Hpaidlng, Esq.,--I wish for some circulars
ROOMS—Corner Main and Gambier Streets, over
me unsolicited, to send you a word of commendation
That tho good people, all.
Strickland on Parr, the public will be satisfied. :
Taylor, Gantt A Co.’g Store. Entrance same as Dr. or large show hills, to bring your Cephalic Pills
for your Pain Killer. I have used it in my family
Will pay up for the fear of the shame!
________
*. _______
I
Kelsey’s Dental Rooms.
more particularly before my customers. If you
these several years, and found it uli it.claims to be.
N. B. Tho class of pictures termed 25 cent pic have anything of the kind, please send to me.
For
Rheumatism,
Coughs,
Colds,
Burns,
cholera
ten

DRUGS, MEDICINES, CHEMICALS, PUTTY
The I.sitest Notion.
WEEIT'E’S
Ni’-iolifi cation
Certfiiij ( ascs of Multi- dencies and diffienltins, as well as diseases generally
tures positively not taken at these rooms.
One of ray customers, who is subject to eevere
, We noticed tho other day in the ware-room of,
plicalioti.
novl3-ly._______________
N. E LEWIS.
that provail in families, 1 regard the Pain Killer as
Sick Headache, (usually lasting two days,) was
Dec.
11,
I860.'
Messrs. McCormick and Mcbowetl, under our
Tuose who have much multiplying to do will beyond all price, and xs efficacious beyond any med
cured of au attack inone hour by your Pills, which
within my knowledge. Wc keep it as our chief
I sent her.
Respectfully your?,
GKOVEil & BAKER, STILL AHEAD!
office, a lot of wooden eggs, which are a pretty nppreciate the following siinplificaiiou in ctrtaia icine
family medicine, and fina its uso in odinary eases 1
Vaiuts, Oils, Varnishes, Brushes und Dye
' W. B. WILKES
good imitation of the genuine aiticle- -manufac cases, viz; where the multiplier is a nuniter be worth more than any doctor. The testimony of others
g a
StaS*,
RiYNOLDasuRo, Franklin Co., Ohio.!
tured expressly for Mr. Benedict of this city, tween 12 and 20. It is believed to be original. among my acquaintennnccS mid friends, is equally
UCCESSOR to Power A McDonald, respectfully
January 9, 1161.
(
favorable Many- Cleargymen nave spoken of it in
aukesuness to the citizens of Mt. Vernon and
Henry C Spalding—No. 48 Cedar st., N. Y
When the multipler is over 12, it is usual to the highest terms as a family medicine, Mission
who is about to establish an extensive “hennery.”
vioiiirty; that he still continues to take Ambrotypes
Dear Sir: Inclosed find twenty five cents,
aries in repeated instances have said to mo in person
These wooden eggs are to be used as “.nest eggs.'- make two rows and an.addjtiot), thus;
& Melainotypes. in the beat-style of art, «t bis rooms (25,) for which Bend box of “Cephalic Pills.”—■
and in their Jotters, that the Pain Killer was by far
in Woodward Block. From a long experience in Seud to address of Rev. Wm. C. Filler, Reynold*
6,789
What next ?
BRANDIES
PURE
WINES
AT
the best medipine used in heathen lands, and they use
business he flatters himself that ho will give entire bufg, Franklin Co., Ohio.
17
it for theiuselyes and families and administer jt to
satisfaction to all who may favor him with business
Aaothcr Puzzle.
Your Pills work like a charm—cure Headache
others around them. Thus much I am inclined
Prices as low as the lowest. Please give me a call almost instantcr.
Truly yours,
As puzzles are all the go hereabouts, we give
4 7.5‘4 3
say, as an act of justice to yourselves, and as a ben
before engaging pietureselsewhere.
[mayl.tt.
WM, C FILLER.
efit to others., You, are at liberty to use this testimo
6,789
the otie below, for the benefit of tlios concernnial, if of any service. Yours.,Ac.,
Ypsilanti, Mich., Jan. 14, 1861.
FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES ONLY,
ed:
Rev. W; il. JACOBS.
Mr. Spalding, Sir:—Not long since I sent Vo
, '
,
, 115.413 n>j t . J
1
1
' . -.{
Late Eff. cf Christian Chronicle.
you for a box of Cephalic Pills for the cure of thNow, this cat: be avoided, and the r&3ul ob
Sold
by
James
Blanchard-.
mar.
19-4t.
Nervo»ia Headache and Coslivenesa, and received
3
OF FALLi WINTER CLOTHING, the
mined at once:
same, ana they had so good au effect that I we*
-If ’’
4/ *
5
GREAT REDUCTION IN PRICES!.
It is always safe to administer B.L, Fahne
Induced to send for more,
6,739
At F. WS-IIMAZt’S
PEiiFKCT New and Improved, Noiseless
stock’s Vermifuge to children at short intervals ;
7
7
PlvUiO
seud .bv return mall. Direct t«
17
Grover A Baker Sowing Machine, for $40 11!
worms frequently existjiu the system,Imastonishing
A, p; WHEELER, Ypsilanti, Mich.
y 9 y
9
The only Company that manufactures the two vari
cE'OTHlFii ksiPOKivni f I
numbers;,,without- pryduoing any outward symp
toms. They should bo removed at once, and there eties, of Machines. Double Lock and Single Lock or
Take &ny five or the above figures, no more
, •
1.13,413
>
From the Examiner, Norfolk,Vs
is no known remedy for them so certain iu its bene Shuttle Stick! Victory after Victory ! ! !
This is done as follows: In multiplying by 7 ficial
nor less, and add them together in any way you
OPPOSITE TEE KENYON HOlBS,
Intelligence refl-phes us from all parts of,the Un SOAP AND FANCY ARTICLES
Cephalic Pills accomplish the object for vfhicU
effects as,B. , L. Fahnestock’s Vermifuge. It
add always the number pext to the r.ght oi the never fails of producing the desired .effect, This ion, of. victories achieved over Singer's, Wheeler &
fchoose, so the amount will be twenty.
they were made, vix: Cure of Headaahe Iu uli
MOVST TKEKfcS, o.
’s,and all other Competing Machines.
forms,
one multiplied. Thus 7x9 are. 63, set down 3; Medicine, which should.be kept oonstaatly in every Wilson
Thq, Prince of Wales selected Grover A Baker
family, is prepared and sold by, R. L. Fahnestock <£
From the -Examiner, Norfolk, Va.
Re’th'edy for Dipthcriu.
HE
undersigned
has
just
received
E
large
and
7x8 are 56. carry G, 62, add 9, 7l, set down 1; Co. .Wholesale Druggists,, and proprietors.,of Dr. Machine,s, . The Chines t> Embassy selected them,
SNUFF AND CIGARS,
They hate been tdstfeff in more than a thousand
The following is said to be an infallible temedy ; 7x7 are 49, carry 7, 56, add 8, 64, set -dowiii 4; Wilson’s Pills, No. 60 corner Wood and FourvhSts., and all well regulated fomilies have, or should have
excellent assortment of Fail and Winter Cloth cases,
with entire success,
ing, consisting of
for this 'fearful disease. It was first tried some 7x6 42, carry 6, 48, add 7, 55, sqt-down 5. There Pittsburgh, Pa and by W. B. Russell and mer oue, because they,make less Uii'ise, are more simple,
Frcm the Democrat, St, Cloud, Minn.
run
with
greater
spced.andlesstTicfjon.consequentchants
everywhere.
Dec.
25,
If you are, or have been troubled with the head ;
days ago, in a district where several deaths bad now remains nothing to multiply, so the 5 car
ly.ftr,?,
jflore.,
durable
;
t,hftp
other
machines.
They
F^wiLt
edicines
ache,send for a box, (Cephalic Pills,) so that yoa
occurred, ami in every instance in which it was ried and 6 to be added make , 11, which is set
oIm .p’»ako. the most beautiful nud elastic stich or
RELIEF IN TEN MINUTES.
may have them Incase of an attack.
down. In practice this mode is extremely sim
se&m, which is fastened when It leaves the Machine.
DRESS COATS, BUSINESS COATS,
used the patient recovered:—"Make two small pie—saves writing two lines of figures and half
From the Advertiser, Provljence/R. I. ’
I shall not;hesitate to warrant every Machine sold.
The Cephalic Pilis are said lo be a remarkably
BRYAN
’
S
v
.
bags that will reach from ear W ear, and fill them the “carrying.”—Cor Phila. Ledger.
A word to the wifso is sufficient. Call and get circu
BOYS’ CLOTHING, PANTS, AND VESTS, effective remedy for the headache, and on# of the
BURNETT’S COCOINE,
PULMONIC WAFERS’! lar and examine for yourselves*
with ashes and salt, dip them in hot water, and
very best for that very frequent domplalnt which
"I"
•- j
. ..We:are pretty familiar with the merits of the lead
Mothers,
Of every description. Also,
wring them out so they will not drip, and apply
has ever been discovered
BURNETT’S KOLIJSTOxN,
There is an advertisement in this number of our The Original Medicine Established in 1837, and ing machines; and for family use we prefer Grorcf:
From the 'Western R. K.-Gazette, Chicago, Ill.
them to the throat; cover up the threat with a paper, to which we wish lo call your special at
.
first artiole qf the kind ever introduced under the A Baker.;—Gjhio Partner.
INDIA-RUBBER CLOTHING,
We heartily endorse Mr. Spaldiug, and his uiirh
.Machine thread. Silk and Cotton constantly on ;
BURNETT’S UORIMEL,
fianuel cloth, and change them as often aa they tention. We do so, not because we are paid for
namo of “ Pulmonic Wafkrs,” in this or any oth
volled-CephaUc Pills.
er country ; all othpr Pulmonic Wafers are coun hand. Also, Needles and Pure Machine Oil for g&lo, I
become cool, until the throat becomes irritated, doing it—for the proprietor has not so much as
And a general assortment of Gentlemen’s
From the Kanawha Valley Star. Kanawha, Vn.
terfeits. The genuine cau be kuo^vn. by the uanie at .Ute MUSIC STORE, 2J doqr below Knox Co. I
Wo are suis that' persons suffering- with lbs
Bank,....
SAMUEL P. A&TELL. j COAL OIL AND COAL VIL LAMPS.
bear blistering. For children it is necessary to requested us Vo do sp—but from the fact that we
BRYAN being stamped on each WAFER.
siucerely believe it deeply interests you and your
Nov.
27,
1850,
headache,
who try them, will stick to triem.
*
FFKXZSIfiSAG GOODS*
Bryan’s Pulmonic Wafers
put flannel cloths between the ashes and the children to know what is there communicated.—
From
the Southern Path Finder, Ney- Orleans, La.
Relieve Coughs, Colds,-S,ora Throat, Hoarseness.
’
For Sale or R^ut. .. .
throat to prevent blistering. When the ashes We refer to t&irty years’ experience of a female
Try them! you that are afflicted, and we’ara
Such as WRAPPERS, DRAWERS, RniRTS, COL
Bryan’s Pulmonic Wafers
MAKUFACrCREB OF
IFUTE large Brick, of Building, known a? the
LARS, NECKTIES. COMFORTS, COTTON,
sure that your testimony can be' ndded to the al
have been on sufficient time, take a wet flannel physician in the shape of Mrs. Winslow’s Sooth Relieve Asthma, Bronchitis, Difficult Breathing.
X
“
Lybrand,
House,
’
-situated
on
Main
Street;
in
and WOOLEN SOCKS, Ae., A.p. Also
ready numerous list that has rece!v„d benefits that
Bryan’s Pnf,mpnic. Wafers
cloth, and rub it with castile soap until it is cov ing Syrup for cbildrec teething.
the .City of. Mt. Vernon,-ia offered for .«ala.-,.,-The BLANCHARD’S INDIAN LINIMENT AND jCarpet sacks and TrwMkK,
ho other medicine can produce.
Relieve Spitting of Blood, Pains .in. the Chest.
Tens of 'thousands of children die,yearly du
Building.is
four
storic®..high,
and
was
h,ui(t
expr.esaly
! Of every size and price’. I wish the public
8Bryan’s Pulmonic Wafers . i.
ered with tfclcfc lather, dip it in hot water and ap
f rem the St Louis Democrat.
AMA2ONIAN COUGH BALSOM.
ring the process of cutting teeth ; and hundreds
for a Hotel, . It has two. large-store roeajs on the
i member that these goods ate all of domestic m'anuRelieve incipient Consumption^ Lung Diseases.
The immense demand for the article (CXnfrfM
ply it to the throat, atid change as they cool, at of thousands barely escape death, to pass a life of
first floor, with parlors, and. all conveniences for a
- facture—made here in the Buckeye State, and made Pllie) is rapidly increasing.
Bryan’s Pulmonic Wafers
. first class Hotel. A small payment will be required
Particular care in compounding , Physicians Pre well; and that the goods out of which they are made,
the same time cse a gargle made of nee tea- suff-ring, diseased in "body and enfeebled in mind
Relieve Irritation of the Uvula and Tonsils.
„ Ftom the Gazette-, Dav'e.ip'crt, Iowa,
at the timo of sale,, and, liberal credit will.be given scription and in preparing recipes of all kinds.
Bryan
’
s
Pulmonic
Wafers
i
are
purchased
by
a
heavy
and
experienced
buyck
for
—
all.'of
which
results
from
a
disorganization
of
apocnful of Cayenne pepper, oue of salt, one of
opatejng would rffi't d^nr.ect his nimi w,ith
Jar. 29, ISliO.
fo.r the balance. If not,soJ.d hejere the 1st of April
’ cash who has every possible advantage whinh the an Mr.
Relieve the above Complaints in ten Minutes.
the system during the process oi" teething. Mrs.
article he did not knew to possess roa* pferiri
the premises will then ha for rent, -v
molasses, id a tea-cup full of hot water, and, Wiuslow, in her profession, had an opportunity
■ eastern market affords in securing them at ihe very
Bryan’s Pulmonic Wafers
From the Advertiser, Providence, R I.
.
J. ,W. LYBRAND.
- • ILesral Police.
lowest prices; and therefore I feel confident in be
Are a Blessing to all Classes and Constitutions.
when cooi, add one fourth as much cider-vinegar, to witness much of this suffering, and has pre
For further particulars in,quirr,of\
The testimony in their favor la strong, from ths
In the Cowrimf Common Pleas of Knox County, Ohio, i ing able to s-oll on such terms as cantfot Mil to sat
Bryan’s Pulmonic Wafers
most respeotable quarters.
ISRAEL & DEVIN, , •and gargle every fifteen minutes until the patient pared a medicine to raeet the ease—simple, yet
Amoa Maj'kham, Piff.,
isfy. Give me a oall before perShasing.
Are adapted for Vocalists and Public Speakers.
Feb. 12. ’f»l:ta 1.
Att’ys at Law Mt. Vernon.
-j.- . , I Vff.'
Oet.2d-tf.
F. BUh’CHMAN.
Bryan’s Pulmonic Wafers
bequires sleep. A gargle made of castile soap perfectly effective afid sure'. Just the remedy
-- r-j—r j
r—
---------7r_----- - -------needed.
.
-—
James E. Markham, Abner Markham and Elisa
b0U,e °f sP'ALDIN<J-3 PREFA RED
A.to in a simple form and pleasanf to the taste.
JAMES U. M’rASLAXP. ,
tTVILLIAM WELLS Markham, intermarried with ,Jo»eph McMillen, heirs
is good to be used a part o? (he time.”
bLU_i will save ten times its•'•cstannuallv.^j
Bryan’s Pulmonic Wafers
We know it acts like magic, giving almost in
Air:
VERNON
of Eliia Terrill, deC'd,
mcfarlaivd & wfeiXs
stant relief to the little sufferer—having wit Not only relieve, but effect rapid and lasting Cures.
Stock Raising.
HAVE JU^iT OPENEU
■->
Tho said Elisa McMillen, whpse residence is un
SPALDING’S PREPARED GLUE I
Bryan’s Pulmonic Wafere
nessed the most pleasing results froth the use of
known and the other -defendants above named, are
I
.
'
N
Ii
W
..
ta an article ou “Stock liaising,” a Southern it in a great number of cases. No discovery in Are warranted to give satisfaction to every one.
hereby notified that on,-the lfitb day of February,
SPALDING’S PREPARED DLUE !
iourual has seine truthful remarks, applicable to medicine for the last hundred years will compare
UR 8T0CK OF TREES, WHICH WE OFFER
1861, 6ni,$l Amos Mar-kbetm filed his petition in said
No fkniily sboaid be without a box of Enrix’s Pclfpr
Sale
this
Spring,
is
much
largor
arrd
better
with it in its bensfits to the race, in our opinion;
SPALLING'S PREPARED GLUE
On Alain Street, over IJauk's Saddle apd Harness court against- thfiw, setfingifroth that said Elixa Ter
any meridian, as follows:
konic W’AFEns in the house.
rill, oa the 10tb day of July, 1860. died intestnto than ever before, including all the large aad small
Snop, Second Floor, Opposite Bussell,
should be without a supply of Bbvas’s
It is choice cows, sheep, horses, ahd tnules, and the name of oue female physician, at least, No traveler
fruits
usually
wanted,
besides
-seized
in
fee
of
the
following
-premises:
West
half
Sturges & Go’s Bank,
PuLwnxjc Wafers in his pocket.
will Be immortalized by this medicineSAVE THE PAICES;
__ ______
Kvergricens,
Shrubs.
-;• <
in the town
of Mt.
that yield the greatest returns to skillful husHERE may be found a good assortment of of Lot No. 267, in the £th ward
No person wfll ever,object,to give for Bryan’s Pul
MY •
'
UlSPA'TCH
Ye.rr.on; Uflftt £«Jd.praises,descended in fee to the Y- W'-»' Senera',y- Bel1
cheaper and iu-RKp. L?G„S9
Chairs,
Bedsteads,
and
Cabinet
Ware,
of
monic
W
afers
Twenty-five
Cents.
O’ “A Stitch in THib Saves Nine,” r-c
baudmen. The production of scrubs, or meau
llottoway's Tills and Oirttmenl.—A word lo
shove named Defendants, each of whom arc entitled TER ORDER, than such as a?e sold , by professed
their own manufacture, at prices to suit the times.
JOB MOSES, Sole, Preprietar, Rochester, N. Y.
As accidents will bdraeu, even iu waHr^uta-•
stock of any kind, is rather a mean business, iu our fair readers—Health the basis a fi beauty—
Sold by S. W. LlPPITT, Jiount V<yaoh, and all All work warranted. All kinds of Wood Turning to oue undividatlone-Tourth of said promises. Said i Tr«e Agents. Delaware and other choice varieties ted families, it is very Se&rabte to have e; me cheap
Grapes, always on hand. Also Wilson’s Albany
done on short notice and in good style. Country Petitioner prays tout.his interestmay/OjO assigned to j
....
....
. (Sept4-^
a pecuniary point of view. Raise superior aLili- Pimples, blotches, ahd all skin diseases—A clear good Druggists.
convenient way for repairing Furniture. ToCabinet. Makers will do well to give us a call.— him in severalty, and that if partitioa cannot be | Strawberry,nud other new and desirable- varieties and
complexion is not only essential to female love>
Crockery, &c.;
feb. 5:10w.
inals, on rich perennial grasses, if you seek a
Wagon Hubbs, Stair Banisters, Nuel Posts, Drops, made-.without injury to said premises that the sain# I Catalogues sent on application.
liness but it it is equally atr external evidence of
. ...
• ...
and, in ..short, anything iu wood can be turned at may he..sold.
good income from your farm stock husbandry.— health—while sallowness, pimples and all cuta
The Very Latest
aas
meet*
Defendants are notified tc appearand answer or
our shop.
afford
Such animals may obtain part of their living from lieous eruptions are iftdipativa of a disturbed
dernur
to
said
petition
on
or before the third Satur
N, B. Lumber,. Country Produce,and Cash taken
NEW
GOODS,
Homer, Licking county, of pneumonia, in exchapgo for. our work, AH orders promptly at- day after the expiration of six weeka from- this data.
op to tbb sticking point.
unimproved old fields, particularly sheep; but condition of the stomach and liver. Upon these onDIED---At
NEW GOODS,
Sunday, the 17th inst., Habvev Scricxbr, in the tendud
AMOS-MARKHAM ’‘t’SFFUL in every house ’
to. A share of Publio Patrobage solicited.
organs the famous aperient and tonic known as 78th
year of bis age.
they want good clover and pea hay in the winter,
NEW
GOODS,
By CCTTDN A BANE, Feb. 12, ’61 :y.
McFARLAND A WELLS.
HoMowaj’d Pills, act with a directness, precision
‘
iSreo.*
'
• ^‘Rpanies etch Eotti, Filet
Feb.
"26,
fit.
$5,2*.
Att
’
ys
for
Petit.R-ner.
CHEAP GOOD3
The decaasefl was born la RedgSeld, Connecticut.
coats
Aodr«ss,
, ■or hay made from the English grasses. The and; rapidity unparalleled in Xfedioal Science
E, R. DIBBLEE,
J, C. WORE,
L. C. MOORE
CHEAP
GOODS,
Hcmovod
to
the
vicinity
of
Homer
is
the
month
of
HENRY o SPALDING
most prominent erfo'r in stock growing is the at. white tha Qintqient purges the vesiclee of the
For Sal« or Rent,
IIK5RY
FHAROB.V,
CHEir G00DSJ>.o. 48 Cedar
New YorsFTMIE old and well known.Carriage Factory, Shops, ARMVING DAH.V.
;
Rate Mt. Vernon, with
tempt to rear fine hogs, cattle and sheep on scan1 skin and imparts a. hrillianWf and rosd&te tint to June, 1836, where he ooutiuued to reside down to the
_L
Dwelling
Ileuse
and
out-bilildihgs,
belongisg
A
ca
U
tk
$
i
7~~
that delicate envelope- A'i who v-stfiie health period of his death. For more then 47 years he was
ARRIVING
DAILY,
’
DIBBLEE, WORK & MOORE,
ty and defective food. Some want a great deal
to the subscriber, on Front street, West of Main, to
and beauty should beware of tampering with cos- a consistent member of the Methodist Church and a
Ab certfiSa unprincipled penons are attentplin»--* ,■ importers and Jobbey? qf
ARRIVING DAILY.
gether with ail the stock, tools, and fixtures. The
of meat, tnilk or wodl, from little or nothing.— metics as they are not only pernicious but highly devoted friend to the cause of religion. By the
At
WARNER MILLER’S
to palm o., on the unsuspeatinir public mti i
’
terms will be very reasonable. If net sold before
Nov. 20, I860, if.
of my Prepared Glue, I
They ask nature to make them rich, while they dangerous to health.
purity of his life and the kindcocs of his heart ho
87 Chambers a 79 t SJ reabk st., j». r.
the first of April, the entire premises will then be
I to examine before purchasing, end see that theft’
for rent.
WM. SANDERSON.
lie iu the shade in summer, and eit by ine fire
had endeared himself to all who knew him, and died
ARPETS! CARPETS’ CARPETS! CAJPETSl name,
BOOTS, SHOES AND LEATHER, AN Ex
ATS and CAPS, the best and cheapest in town
Mt.
Vernon,
Nov.
6.
the
cheapest
in
the
State,
from
20
cents
to
vns
!
greatly lamented. “Let me die the death of the
in winter, and leave their poor animate to nearly
XTSPALDING’S PREPARED GI UE mr
cellent assortment and very idieap, just, rcc’d at
at
EARNER MILLER'S
dollar twenty-fire per v’d, just received »>
righteous
nad
let
my
last
end
be
like
hir.
”
nov2ntf,
WARNER
MILLER'S.
J’ounteuX1’146 WrSWCr:
;
Superior
Iteede
find
Mortgages
at
this
Office.
nerfOtf.
or quite perish from neglect,
'
eot2*‘'
WARNER MILLER’S.

A

EW STORE

R

BOYS,

CHILDREN,

HOLIDAY PRESENTS!
juvE
-e books;

CEPHALIC PILLS,

DRUG

STORE.

JAMES BLANCHARD,

Wholesale ni£<l SSetail Deale

&. •

Drugs and MeSiciiibs;

AMBROTYPES AND AIELALWYPES.
. .

S

NEW ARRIVAL,

PER^OMeky,

A

T

M

-Furniture Rdoiris,^

,

NURSERY! _

O

W

Staple iisid Fancy J>$*y Gcodsj

H

B

C

Kaagaasgaasftswga

t&gW?eWatelteaiSfeaii

Bj’SINESS.
»» s». MIT©WfelTlT
-triSSKEY AND COUNSELLOR AT LAW,

FURNITURE,

Stoves? Stoves!

Anil Notary Public,
MOUNT VERNON, OHIO.

YJ 0W receiving nt the old stand, sign of the Big
Chair, over Sperry & Co.’s Store, the largest
ICE—North side of Krcuin Block.
and best stock ol Furniture ever offered for sale in
_August28, 1860-1 y.
this place, consisting in part of Sofas, Tete-a-Tetes,
Lounges, Chairs, Marble Top and Mahogany Tables,
A
n,S?lrA,*I‘ES F‘ BALDWIN,
Stands, Cane and Wood Seat Chairs, Cribs, Bed
A
° K N K Y AT LAW,
steads, anti in fact almost every thing in Cabinet line
p
Mount Vernon, Ohio.
atjCenfi°n giv«n *o Collections and Soeur- the market requires. I also keep ou hand and make
to order Curled Hsir, Cotton and Husk Mattrnsses,
OgKientrnsto'i to ^ia care.
trifiK , ’ BaWwin- is also, aNotary Public, aud Feather Bolsters and Pillows. I have Bailey’s Cur
jfnm • '3. to U1C^ business as la authorised by his tain Fixtures, the best in use, also, a few choice
Gilt Mouldings. Picture Frames made to order.
W,'Ih Pr,J’°Ptne*s and despatch.
I have also the right to sell Fisk A Crane’s Patent
“■pril 10th. l&60-8nio.
Burial Cases, and will keep them on hand.
The public are invited to call and oxamine my
ATT.V MARSIS KI. BEAM,
W. C. WILLIS.
& COUSELLOR AT LAW, stock and prices. [apr2C]

RE51OYAL.

and notary public,

ayPTOB
a*»sYr
Knox
Ssmby w.

▼ ,
.
Mount Vernon, Ohio.
,ud,o“B B«Hding, Main at., 2 doors
County Bank.
r(march
m,,„k e27
corrax.
„
WM. L.
t. BARB.

DR. C. M~KELSEY,

JIOVSE-FURMSHINO

DR.

MANUFACTORY!
rpilE subscriber respectfully ihJL forms the citizens of Mt. Vernon
and the public generally, that he
contin i • - occupy his old stand,
west of tho Market 11 < use tw t doors South of Ir
vine’s Grocery Store, where lie is pfopared to man
ufacture Boots and Shoes »f every description, to
order, upon the shortest notice and in tho very best
style.
He keeps none but the most experienced work
men and Will warrant his work to be equal, for du
rability and neatness, to any manufactured in this
city or elsewhere.
He keeps none but the best material, and has con
stantly on hand the best quality of I'rencli calfskin,
kipskin, and coarse leather boots, monroo s, lace
boots, brogans, gaiters, and ladies’ wear of every
description.
Porsons wishing to tost his work will please call
and leave their measures, as tho best evidence will
thon be given of the truth of his assertion.
August 21, 186(l-6mo.
C. W EBER.

Hlood Furiiyfer and Blood Pills.

PURTFY~'n?rrBIiOoTx

BOOT AND SHOE
ipU

JAMES HUNTSBERRY & SONS

DRUGS AND MEDICINES.

MT. VERNON BUSINESS.^

WEAVER’S

CANKER & SALT RHEUM
SYRUP.
For the cure of CnnkeT, Salt Rheum, Erysipelas
Scrofulous Disease, Cutaneous Eruptions, Sore
Eyes, and every kind of Disease arising
from an impure state of the Blood.
The most effective Blood Purifier of the IMh CenturyT is the Prescription of an Educatod Physician,
and all who aro afflicted with any of the above
named diseases, should use it without delay. It will
drive the disease frem the system, and when onco
out on the Skin,a few applications of Dr. Weavbu’s

I

CERATE, OU OINTMENT,
and you have a permanent euro.
THE CERATE has proved itself to he the best
j’ou it
i has
Ointment ever invented, and where once used,
1"?
never been known to fail of effecting a Tjerimn*
permanent
rtn Noald
Ynnld
cure of Old Sores, Tetter and Ringworm,
Head, Chilblains and Frost Bites, Barber’s Itch,
Chapped or Cracked hands or Lips, Blotches or Pim
pleson the face. And for Sore Niples and Sore Eyes,
the Cerate is the only thing requi
required to cure/ It
should be kept in the house of every family.
Price of Syrup $1, Cerate 25 cents per bottle.
Directions accompany each Bottle. Sold by most
Medicine Dealers.
J. N. HARRIS A Co., Proprietors,
Forthe Western and Soutefn States, Cincinnati, 0.
To whom orders for the above Medines may bo
addressed,
Sold Wholesale and Retail By S. W. Lippitt, Mt.
Vernon; James Blanchard, Mt. Vernon; R. S. French,
Gambier; N. Dayton, Martinsburg; Montague A
Hosec, Fredericktown; W. T. Mahon, Millwood; S.
W. Sapp, Danville; Roberts A Samuel, Columbus.
Nov6-ly.

I)R. ROBACK’S

SCANDINAVIAN REMEDIES.

HEN Dr. ROBACK, tho celebrated Swedish
Physician,introduced his Blood Purifier
and Blond Pills in the United States, he set
In plain language t h e i r curative properties. This
was years ago. Tho task of recommending them
A'*8 since beon taken out of his hands. Enlightened
' m e n w^oso character for sound judgment andplii■ l°eophy, gives their opinions weight in the conimu-

W

Scrofula, or King’s Evil,
is a constitutional disease, a corruption of the blood,
by which this fluid becomes vitiated, weak, and
poor. Being in the circulation, it pervades the
whole body, and may burst out in disease on any
part of it. No organ is free from its attacks, nor
is there one which it may not destroy. The scrofu
lous taint is variously caused by mercurial disease,
low living, disordered or unhealthy food, impure
hit, tilth and filthy habits, the depressing view,
and, above all, by tbe venereal infection. What
ever be its origin, it is hereditary in the constitu
tion, descending “ from parents to children unto the
third aud fourth generation
indeed, it seems to
be tlie tod of Him who says, “ I will visit the
iuiquiticS of the fathers upon their children.
Itp effects commence by deposition front the
forth
blood Of corrupt ot ulcerous matter, which, in the
lungs, Itvcf, and internal organs, is termed tuber
cles ; in the glands, swellings; and on the surface,
eruptions or sores. This l'onl corruption, winch
genders in the blood, depresses the energies of life;
So that scrofulous cdnetitiitionS hot Only suffer from
scrofulous complaints, but they Lave lar less power
to witlistand the attacks of Other diseases ; .c?^“
Bequentlv, vast numbers perish by disorders which,
fclthotigb not scrofulous in their nature, arc still ren
dered fatal by this taint in the system. Most of
the consumption which decimates the human family
has its ofigm directly in this scrofulous contannnation ; and many destructive diseases of the liver,
kidneys, brain, and, indeed, of all the organs, arise
from of ate aggravated by the same cause.
One quarter of all our people art sOfofulous;
their jiersons are invaded by this lurking infection,
and their health is undermined by it. To cleanse
it from the system we must renovate the blood
by an alterative medicine, and invigorate it by
healthy food and exercise. Such a medicine we'
supply in

doubly sure” before they decide—are everytvkete
\ »PP^ving and urging the use of these wonderful
P^paratmns. All who confide m the wisdotn and
AVE on hand a very large assortment of the
MOUNT VERNON
thonesty of this class, or who choose to investigate
the most modern improved Cook and Parlor Stoves,
[ [or thomsolves are now of one mind on this impor
for both wood and coal, which they will guarantee
; * n>.
•
to give entire satisfaction iD their operation. Their rplIE SUBSCRIBER would call the attention ol
Dr.Robackinvites the attention of thesicktothe
tho public to the fact, that the Old Lucerne Fac
asortment of Vouse Furnishing Goods is also large,
Original Letters
tory is removed to Mt. Vernon, at
embracing
From mombers of the Medical Professien, Editors
NORTON’S OLD FACTORY,
of publicjournals, well-known Mcrehantsand FarmAnd is being fitted up with good Machinery for do
CARPET SWEEPERS,
i era, and Ladies of the highest respectability,giving
ing a Custom business, and that I am now ready to
■ acoountof extraordinary cures wrought by the remreceive Wool to manufacture into Cloth, Gfissitnere,
SILVER, BRITANIA
i odios, of which cures they themselves wore
Sattinett, Blankets and Flannel on Shares or by the
Eye Witnesses.
Yard.
These parties may he oonsulted personally or by
TIN, JAPAN,
Also, Carding and Spinning; Carding Rolle and
letter, by those who have any doubts upon the sub
Cloth-Dressing done on Short Notice. All work
ject. The evidence in the possession of Dr. Roback,
WOODEN AND WILLOW WARE,
IHUltoAR & BASKING,
warranted done in the best manner and as cheap as
which is at all times accessible to the public, estab.
A r O d S’ E Y S AT LAW,
the
cheapest.
With’.lmostevery useful article from tbe kitchen to
Ishes the following
PERRY DAVIS’
*T. V’BHNON, KNOX COUNTT, OHIO.
AYER’S
Wool
will
be
received
at
the
Old
Factory
at
Lu

Cold
wintor
is
coming,
ho
ho!
ho
ho
!
the parlor. Also, alargestock of the celebrated
Facts:
seltsr ■ Jfflcc la Banning Building, northwest corner
VKGKTABLK
cerne and work returned.
II. E. WILKIN SON.
Cold
winter
is
coming,
with
frost
and
snow
!
That tho Blood Purifier and Blood Pills hare heeD
Main and Vino streets,in theroom formerly occupied
Junel9.
bv M. II. Mitchell, ________
J jeu
proved by analysis to
And E. S. ROFSE & SON
the most effectual remedy which the medical skill
Contain No Mineral;
J. B. JIIEEER,
Samooi Israel.
~Joscpk C. Devin Have just received a large supply of goods in their
THE GREAT
of our times can devise for this every where pre^
That
they oure the atmost universal complaint,
line, suitable to the season.
Which will pay for itself In the saving of fuel,over
ISRAEL & DEVIN,
vailing and fatal malady. It is combined from the
Dyspepsia,
Attorneys at Law & Solicitors in Chancery,
any other stove, in every 18 months use.
Sole and Upper Leather,
PAPER HANGER, FANCY GILDER, Ac.,
With unerring certainty, and in a very slwrt time. most active remedials that have beefi discovered for
Remember the House Furnishing Establishment. No. 1 09 ain St., up Stairs,
MT. VERNON, OHIO.
French and American Kip and Calf Skins, Moroc
E ask the attention of the trade aud the pub- That after all other medicines have proved useless, the expurgation of this foul disoftlfcr from the blootl,
We aro still doing all kinds of Jobbing in Copper,
OFFICE.—Three doors South of the Bunk.
cos. and all sorts of Shoe Findings,
Mount Vernon, Ohio.
lto to this long and unrivalled
they reliove
and the rescue of the st'stefn from its destructive
Tin and Sheet Iron, at short notice and low rates.
^9* Prompt attention given to all business en KIT, LASTS,
ilded side and top lights, window
FAMILY MEDICINE,
Liver Complaint,
Consequences, lienee it should lie employed for
All
the
above
articles
will
be
sold
at
reduced
prices,
trusted to them, and especially to collecting and seTREES. PEGS,
Curtains, Decorative Paper Hanging, Ac., Ac. For the cure of Colds, Coughs, Weak Stomach and And restore the health and strength of the sufferer. the cure of not only scrofula, but also those other
for cash, at JAMES HUNTSBERRY & SON’S.
•uring claims in any part of tho state of Ohio.
General Debility, Indigestion, Cramp and Pain in That SICK FEMALES, who have languished for
HEEL NAILS,
Land Scape Painting done to order.
Pictures
affections which arise from it, such as Enurovia
Deo. 7:tf.
mar22:tf
TACKS, TRUNKS,
framed in Rosewood or Gilt, on most reasonable Stomaoh, Bowel Complaint, Cholic, Diarrhoea, Cholo- years in helpless weakness and desponnency; recu
and Skin Disexsus, Sr. Anthony’s Fire, Itos a,
HOSIERY, NOTIONS, &c.,
perate with grert rapidity Under their invigorating
terms. Stenceling in paper or metal neatly ex ra, &o., Ac.
IIR.’S F. PAAZIG & M. PAAZIG, Now selling Jheaper
or Ekysipxi.xh, Pimples, Pvstui.es, Blotches,
And
for
Fever
tlnd
Agne,
operation.
That
all
sexual
disabilities
are
removed
Ilian
ever
at
their
old
stand,
ecuted.
NNOUNCE to the citizens of Mount Vernon
There is nothing better. It has been favorably known by their oordial and gently stimalatibg properties. Beains and Boils, Tumoils, Texteu and Salt
No.
109.
Main
Strait,
Mt.
Vernon,
O.
P.
S.
Block
letters
enj
to
order.
ORNAMENTAL
SHRUBS,
and vicinity, that they have formed a co-part
Rheum, Scald Head, Ringworm, Rheumatism,
for more than twenty years, to be the
That they recruit
May 22. IS60.
Sept. 18, 1860-tf._____________ ________________
nership. for the practice of Medicine and Surgery.
Syphilitic and Mekcukial Diseases, Duopst,
Shattered Constitutions,
ONLY SURE SPECIFIC
OF! rcE—Main Street above Mr. Monk’s Cloth
THE
<
AT
All
ACT
AT THE COLUMBUS NURSERY,
SASH, DOORS AW BEIYDS.
For the many diseases incident to the human family. However they may have been trifled with and abus Dyspepsia, Debility, and, indeed, all Complaints
fe.' Store.
finarch 27, 1860-O
(Now covering overOno Hundred Acres of Land.)
ed) that their direct tendency is to lengthen life, arisino from A'itiated oh Impure Bi.ood. The
Jnteriittlly and Externally
DEVOE &"hUBBELL,
JRUIT TREES. — Apple, , Pear, Peach. Plum, To the People of Knox County and e»pe- It works equally sure. What stronger proof of these and render it enjoyable. That, operating»directly popular belief in “ impurity of the blood ” is founded
D . C . MONTGOMERY
' Cherry, Ac., both Standard and Dwarf Trees, of
in truth, for scrofula is a degeneration of the blood.
facts can be produced than the following letter re upon the poison of disease in the blood, they
nnounce to the citizens of knox
cially the Ladies.
attorney at law,
Cause soon to Heal,
The particular purpose and virtue of this Sarsapa
HAVE been for several years on the look out for ceived unsolicited from Rev. A. W. Curtis:
and the surrounding counties, that they are tne most approved varieties for Ohio and the SiutliBanning Building.over N. McGiffin'sShoe Store,
West;
much
better
and
cheaper
than
Eastern-grown
And
discharge
from
the
system,
every
taint
of
Scro

R
omeo
,
Jfacomb
Co.
Mich.
July
9,
I860.
rilla is to purify and regenerate this vital fluid,
a good Washing Machine. I have hud several
now prepared to manufacture to order all kinds of
MT. VERNON. OHIO.
trees, for Western planting.
tried in my family and found some that did pretty Messrs. J. N. Harris <fc Co.: Gentlemen—The con fula, whether hereditary or otherwise. That they
without which sound health is impossible in con
Specialattention given to the collection of claims, Sash, Doors and Blinds, Window and Door Frames,
Grape Vines—Including the finest new, hardy well as long as they kapt in order. But they all fidence I liave in Perry Davis’ Pain Killer as a rem
Recruit the Debilitated,
and
all
workrequired
in
house
finishing.
We
shall
taminated constitutions.
and the purchase and sale of Real-Estate.
use the very best material, and will warrant all our sorts; Delaware. Diana, Rebecca, Concord, Hartford soon failed in this respect and some shook them edy for Colds, Cough3, Burns, Sprains and Rheuma And that there is no disease of tho Skoinach and
Prolific,
Ao.;
good
strong
roots,
at
reduced
prices.
tism, for the cure of which I have successfully used Dowels, the liver, the nervoas system, the skin, the
work.
selves to pieces.
HAVE for sale unimproved lands as follows:
Ornamental Shrubs.—Over one hundred varieties,
Shop on High street, opposite the Court House,
.A. Y EZEL’S
Last fall I discovered tbe Cataract Machino ope it, induces me to cheerfully recommend its virtues glands at mUSffles,
610 acres in Osage county, Missouri.
many of them very beautiful and cheap, for embel rated by Mr. Eiswald the inventor, and was struck to others.
Arising from Impurities of ObsfrftCtions
Mount Vernon, Ohio.
[march20.
606 acres in Warren county, Missouri.
lishing door yards, and making home attractive.
A few months ago I had recourse to it to destroy a
ot the Blood or Secretions,
with
its
simplicity;
and
especially
with
the
fact
that
F. D. JAMES’
802 acres in St. Francois county, Missouri.
Evergreens—Of all the hardy, approved kinds, there was no shaking motion to it. It had no more felon ; although I never heard of its being used lot in which they do not give prompt relief, and, (ifad125 acres in Hardin county, Ohio.
many of them of large size ; aud having been sev tendency to rattle to pieces than a grindstone, or a that purpose, but having suffered intensely from a minlsiored before tho very citadel of life has beon
40 acre lot in Hardin county, Ohio.
eral times removed in the Nursery, are sure to grow. spinning wheel. I induced Mr. Eiswald to bring his former one, and having no other remedy at hand, I invaded,) effect a painless and perfect cure.
FOR THE SPEEDY CURE OF
GALLERY,
*83 acres in Mercer county: Ohio.
Roses.—A splendid collection, including fifty or
Bear in mind that tho Scandinavian Vegetable Intermittent fever, or Fever nmt Ague,
In Ward’s Block,opposite Woodward Hall—up Stairs. more of the finest Hybrid Porpetual, Mess, and other machine to Mount Vernon, and gave it a thorough applied the Pain Killer freely for about fifteen min
marl
Remittent
Fever, CHill Fever, Dumb Ague,
^AKES pleasure in annoucing to the citizens of hardy kinds, as well as Chinese, Noisette, Tea, Ac., trial in my family, and also in some others ; and be utes at evening, and repeated the application very Blood Pills are endorsed by the experience of thou Perlodfeal Ilcmlaelie, or Bilious I>eie<In< lie,
briefly
the
next
morning,
which
entirely
destroyed
sands
of
living
witnesses,
who,
in
letters,
affidavits
came
so
well
satisfied
with
its
merits
that
I
purchas

.
Mount
Vernon,and
its
vicinity,
that
he
has
fit

Uttel
Bilious
Fevers, indeed for the wholes
city drug StorK
at very low prices. Also, Double Dahlias, Verbenas,
the felon, and increased the confidence in the utility ■ medical Works, and by word of mouth, proclaim elnsR off dii»e«»ses originating in Hilinry de
ted up in a style of neatness and elegance a suit of aud other choice Flowering^’iants, in great variety. ed tho paten t right for several counties.
rangement,
erttSstd
l>y the Alaluriu of Mias
of
th#
remedy.
Y
’
ours
trulv,
them to ho the very best preparation of the kind
These machines are now niaeufactured atthsi Korooms as above located, for the purpose of taking
A new Descriptive Catalogue will be sent kosing Iron Works, by Buckingham A Co., and J
S. VF. LIPPITT,
A. W. CURTIS,
ever offered to the broken down victims of ill health. matic Countries.
I’lioiogioph and Awbrolypr l.ikcnfsses.
gratis
to
all
applicants.
Trees,
Ac.,
will
be
securely
_ ____
Wholesale and Retail Dealer in
We are enabled, licrc to offer the comnnuff’y s rCmo
Minister of the Weylean Methodist Chuich.
In the latest and most approved manner. He is
They hunt disease through every avenue and orgnn
can confidently recommend tnem ns the beat maand forwarded to any points on the Rail ehino for washing that I over saw. They will wash
^rugs, Medicines, Paints, Oils, Glass, prepared, with all the recent improvements of the packed,
of the system, and to expel it thoroughly and per edv which, while it cures the above eon,pl:.ii:U
The Pain Killer
roads,
Canal,
or
Ohio
River,
as
may
be
desired
;
and
certainty,
is still perfectly harmless in any quantity.
art, and has the best north-side and skylight in the
Main street, opposite the Kenyon House,
any amount of clothes from a shirt collar to half a Has been tested in every variety of climate, and by manently.
Mount Vfiuou, Ohio.
State, to take pictnres in a style heretofore unsur money may be safely sent us by Express, or other dozen shirts, without tearing or wearing them. They almost every nation know n to Americans. It is the
No one cSn doubt their superiority aft ir one sin Such a-remedy is invaluable in diftr i ts where these
afflicting
dteyrderV
firevail. This “Cure” expi Is the
Pure Wines and Liquors for medicinal pur- passed for correctness and beauty, and upon the wise, from all parts of the country. Address,
arc not liable to get out of order and will last a almost constant companion and inestimable friend gle trial—they are not only better but,in f ict, cheap miasmatic pCfs»n of FkVek and Ah e from the sys
BATEHAM, HANFORD A CO.,
yOees.
ap 6
shortest possible notice. He has permanently lo
of tbe missionary and tho traveler, ou sea and le.nd, cr than any other Pills, for it takes a iess nunibei tem, and .prerents the dctelopTrXnf C'f the disease, if
lifetime.
Feb. 19,’61.
Columbus, Ohio.
cated himself here, and will be found at his post
Buckingham A Co., will warrant them to give en and no one should travel on our lakes or rivers icith- of theta to produce a hotter effect.
taken on the first approach of its premonitory stftip'-CABINET BFSIXESS,
ready to serve .those who wish to procurelikenesses.
Price of the Scandinavian Blood Purifier, $1, per toms. It is not only the best r.'medy ever yet discov
Graefeabcrg
Family
Jiediciues. tire sa’isfaction. If not,tho machine may be returned out it.
Those who have lost friends—who have buried
in good order, within twenty days and the money
Be sureyott call for and get the genuine Pain Kil- i bottle, or
per half dozen. Of the Scandinavian ered for this class of complaints, blit also the cheap-'
osopll Sthose they have loved—perhaps have an old picture
will be handed back icitkuut asking am/ questions.
ler, as many worthless nostrums are attempted to be Blood Pills, 25 cents per box, or 5 boxes for $1.
Retail Price*.
fl^AKES pleasure in announcing to the citizens ol which may be destroyed. If it be ever so small, wo
I 1est. The large quantity we supply for a dollar hri’.gs
P.
BUCKINGHAM.
sold
on
the
great
reputation
of
this
valuable
medi

Read
Dr.
Hoback’s Special Notices end Cer it within the reach of every body ; and in bilious dis
Vegetable Pills, per box,
?5
Mt. Vernon and vicinity, that he eertinues to can make a lifo size of it, and give the true color of
Mt.
Vernon,
June
12,
I860.
tricts, where l'l'VEit and Ague prevails, every body
cine.
tificates,
published
fft
a
conspicuous
part
of
this
pa

Green Mountain Ointment, per box, - - 25
carry on the
the hair, eyes and complexion.
iS©, Directions accompany each botHe.
per frotn ti?we if* time. Dr. Koback’s Medical Al should hare it and use it freely loili for cure :u d pro
Sarsaparilla, per bottle,
- - 1,00
CABINET MAKING BUSINESS,
Lockets, Breastpins, Finger-rings, Ac., filled to
tection.A great superiority of this remedy over any
SASH,
DOOR
AND
BLIND
Sold by dealers every where.
manac and Fsmily Adviser, containing a great
Children’s Panacea, per hottie, - - 50
In all its branches, at his old stand, at the foot of order in the neatest style. ^Particular attention
Price 25 ets., 50 ets., and $1, per bottle,
amount of interesting and valuable Medical infor other ever ©seovered for the Speedy at d certain cure
Eye
Lotion,
per
hottlo,
25
Main street, opposite Buckingham’s Foundry, where paid to taking pictures of children and views.
J. N. HARRIS A Co.,
mation can be had gratis of any of his agouti- of Intermittent* is that it eCnfaihs no Quinine or min
Fever and Ague Remedy, per box, -..50
will be found Bureaus, Tables, Chairs, Bedsteads,
eral, consequently it produces no quinism or other'
Plain and Colored Photographs taken life size,
YHE SUBSCRIBERS WOULD INFORM THEIR Proprietors for the Western and Southern States,
throughout the country.
Health Bitters, per package,
- 25
Waahstunds, Capboards, Ac., Ac.
effects whatever upon the eon-t .ti tion. Those
and warranted to be accurate as lifo.
.
friends
and
the
public
generally,
that
they
have
Cincinnati, Ohio.
In difficult or complicated cases, Dr. Roback may injurious
Dysentery
Syrup,
per
bottle,
.
.
50
We shall be pleased to have you call and examine
removed their Machinery to the Furlong Foundry, Sold Wholesale and Retail by James Blanchard, bo consulted personally or bj letter enclosing one cured bv it are left as healthy as if they had never had,
Marshall
’
s
Uterine
Cntholicon,
per
hottie,
1,50
the disease.
IJ N D ERTAKINO.
our specimens for yourselves. Don’t forget the place
West of High Street,, where, in connection with S. S. W. Lippiit, Mt. Vernon; R. S. French, Gambier; stamp for the reply.
Consumptive’s Balm, per bottle,
- 3,00
Fever and Ague is not alone the consequence of th t
I have provided myself with a nevr and splendid
F. D. JAMES.
Davis, they keep on hand and manufacture to order, N. Dayton, Martinsburg; Mo'tague A Hosnc, FrcdPrincipal Office, and Sale Kwozas, No. 6 Knit miasmatic poison. A great variety of disorder* arise
Graefenberg Pile Remedy, per bottle, - 1,00
Hearso, and will be ready to attend funerals when
J?-®-'Instructions given in the art on reasonable
on short notice.
ericktown
;
W.
T
MoMahon,
M'liwooil;
S.
W.
Sapp,
Fourth
street,
3d
building
from
Main
street,
Cin..
0.
Manuel
of
Health,
per
copy,
from its irritation, among which are Nctralgia, Rheu
ever callod upon. Coffins of all sizes kept on hand terms.
[Mar 20, I860.
Doors, SrhIs, HEInds and moulding* Danvillo.
nov 6
Laboratory No. 32 Hammond atreet.
matism, Gout, Headache, Blindm ss. Toothache, Ear
and made to order.
J. S. MARTIN
Of all the various patterns. Surface and Irregular
For
sale
by
S.
W.
Lippitt,
Mt.
Vernon.
ache,
Catarrh, Asthma, Palpitation, Pain ful Affection
HOME
TESTIMONY.
feh8:tf
BOOTS AND SHOES.
~DR?~S. O. RICHARDSON’S
Planing and Flooring, hard or soft, dressed to order.
of the Spleen, Hysterics, Pain in the Jiaicds, < olic,
D. A D. 3. Fry, Centfcbtirg.
Hartford, Trumbull Co., 0., March 7. 1857,
We
would
ask
for
the
new
firm
a
continuance
of
the
Dr. I>. McBRIAR,
IIIE UNDERSIGNED RESPECTEaralysis
and lh-rangcment of the Stomach, all of
S.
W.
Sappy
Danville.
I hereby certify that I have been dealing in the
SHERRY WINE BITTERS,
which, when originating in this cause, put on tho
Tuttle A Moptsgffe, Fredoric&tow&.
Graefenberg Medicines for the past year, and can patronage so liberally bestowed on the old one.
The
Celebrated
New
England
Remedy
intermittent type, or become periodical. This “ Cuke
BYERS & PATTERSON.
patronage bestowod upon him in the
R. McCloud, Millwood.
Duly say that I have mot with the decided appro
FOR
Mt. Vernon, 0., June 12, 1860
expels the po:snti from the blood, ai d consequently'
Buckingham corner,and would inform
M. N. Dayton, Martinsburg.
bation of the people like these, particularly the
H A B ITU AT^ CO N ST T PAT J O K,
cures them all alike. It is an invaluable protection to
the public tha t he has removed his stock co the
Bishop
A
Mishey,
North
Liberty.
pills and cotholioon. They will readily perform all
A
CAfiSD.
.Innndicr, Fcvrr nnd A^ur. Ccuerwi Debility
immigrants and persons travelling or temporarily re
BANNING BUILDING,
Waddle A Thntns, Brownsville.
and moro than is promised for them. I have sold TDIIE undersigned wishes to say that he ia still at
OULD respectfully inform the citizens of Mt.
and nil Dist*ne*-» nrlaing Ji-<in> n Diaurdrr*
siding in the malarious districts. If taken occasionally
Hanna A Hall, Blndcnsburg.
ab- ut fifty bottles of tho catholicon the past season,
<■<1 *• toneiu-li, l.ivt r, or MowtIm
Vernon, Ohio, and vicinity, that he has per a few doors South of the Kenyon Hoube.
8
the
old
Stand
on
High
Street,
West
of
the
R.
R
or daily while exposed to the infection, that will be
He has just opened a lot of choice goods, pur an-i I hear the best results in every case.
D.T.
Wright,
Amity,
AI1EY
are
used
and
recommended
by
leading
manently located in Mt. Vernon, for the purpose of
excreted from the system, and cannot accumulate in
Depot known as tbe Furlong Foundry, which is nowA. Gardner, Mt. Holly.
ci. II. C. JOHNSON, Medical Agent.
Physicians of the country, and all who try them
practicing his Profession in the best and most sub chased directly from the manufiictureers, which he
sufficient quantity to ripen into disease. Hence it ia
in
full
operation.
lie
is
ready
to
greet
all
his
old
John Hanna, Bladensburgu.
pronounce Iheui invaluable.
stantial style of the art. and’ I would say to those ■vill warrant to customers. Among his now stock
even more valuable for protection than cure, and few'
riends
and
patrons
with
a
pleasant
smile,
a
warm
svill be found
Jacob
Fisher,
Palmyra.
Read what Dr. Bushnell says of the Graefenberg shake o' the hand, social chatand then furnish them
Du. JAMES L. LEEPERE, writes from Navarre,
will ever suffer from Intennittent* if they avail tkemwho may favor me with their patronage, that my
Ladies
Congress
and
Lace
Gaiters,
Daniel
Veatch.
Mt.
Liberty.
sel.-es of the protection this remedy affords.
Medicines.
Dr.
II.
is
a
physician
of
extensive
prac
Stark
Co.,
Ohio,
“
the
Bitters
are
highly
praised
by
work shall and will compare both in beauty and du
ol Lasting and Kid; Misses and Children’s tice. and one of the most successful m the county with any thing in the lino of business they are to those suffering from indigestion, - yspepsia aud liver
and
merJohn
Denny,
Heller,
and
by
druggist
rability with any in the State. I would also say to
be supplied with at this place. The same business
Prepared by Dr. J. C. / YES
CO., Lowell, Mass.
Gaiters:
Men
and
Boys
Congress
Gaiters,
chants generally throughout iha Union Decl’S.
J Trumbull) in which he resides.
those who are afflicted with Diseased mouths, tha t
is continued here as you will see by advertisement. complaint.”
jpAj- J. Blanchard, S. W. Lippitt, W. B. Russel
Oxford Ties, Calf, Kid and enamelled Bro
‘•This certifies that I have used tho Graefenberg
E. S. DAVIS, Postmaster at Williamsport, Ohio,
I am prepared to treat all diseases of the month un
Comcon
Farmers
auCall
others
and
support
home
and by Druggists and dealers everywhere.
Pills and Marshall's Catholicon, sold hero by J. 11. industry.
says, “they give great satisfaction. I utethemmyder any form. Also to remove tumors from the gans, Ac., Ac. Call and see.
M. C. FURLONG.
Oct30-1y.
Nov. 16. tf.
NAT McGIFFIN.
sclf,having taken cold, become prostrate and lost my
C. Johnson, in my piactice, to my entire satisfac
mouth or antrum. All operations warranted, and
tfjsiiy & to.,
appetite. Il relieved me, and I can recommend it
tion. They are good medicines.
moderate charges. I have taken a lease of my pres
MEAT JI A HR I T.
with great assurance of its merits.”
DR. O. AV. BUSHNELL.
ent suit of rooms from Dr. Russell, for five years
•.Vltnt.ESA I.E PEA I.KK.S IN
Dn.WJI.M. KERR, of Rogersville, Ind., writes
Hartford, Trumbull Co., 0., March 7, 1857.
with the refusal of ten. The best of references
Josepla. ZOooZtxtoll
S. DAVIS 8l CO.,
Physician necessary z
us that they are tho most valuable medicine offered.
ean be <riven.
[June 19, 1860.
TIAAKES pleasure in anMANUFACTURERS OF
HHDl’i ITNI>l??GS,
He has reooiuuionded them with grent success, ai d
West Bedford, Coshocton Co., Mav 14, 1S57.
IN
FAMILIES WHO
B
anouncing
to
his
old
iiarrah Tor Etntoln and the Coal
SHEEP PELTS AND W0&L.
with them made several cures of palpitation of the
Mr. II. B. Kingsley, Sir:—1 have been selling the MOWERS AND REAPERS
friends
and
customers
that
Oil Trade!
No. 35 ll’o/er Street.
CALLED THE
heart and general debility.
medicines of the Graefenberg Company for the last
CI,KVFI,AN», OHIO.
W. LTPPITT ha3 put the price of Coal Oil he still continues to keep
THO5IAS STANFORD, Esq., Blountsville, ITcnry
Mount Vernon Iron Harvester,
ten years, and have invariably found them to give
'fcfpPart-'cnh-ir2altenti"n
paid to orders,
• down to 80 cents per gallcn, and Lamps 20cts.for sale the very best of
Co.,
Ind.,
writes
ns
a
long
letter,
under
dote
of
May
great satisfaction, and the pills I have sold to a
HE most simple in construction and perfect in
Beef, Pork, Veal, Mutton,
lower than can be had any place in the city; have
w. f. ee-f/KK.
E- Dxxia
great many families as regular as their tea and cof
its operation, the lightest in draft, and least lia 3, I860. He os much reduced, having been afflict
and
Lamb,
at
his
cellar,
on
Main
street,
opposite
to
also just reeoived another fine assortment of Lamps.
Cleveland April
_
ed for three years with great nervous debility, pal
fee, and with my trade they have become a staple
ble to get out of ordor of any in use. Now if far
PBICE
Heavy Lamps, Chimneys, Globes, Ac., and also Coal Woodward Hall, under Clark's Tailor Shop. By article. Marshall's Uterine Catholicon is a medicine mers of Knox and adjoining Counties wish to save pitation of tho heart of the most severe and pros
John
Sni'Kcanl,
Oil Burners of different sizes by which you can con keeping good meats, and by honest dealing, he that has done a great amount of good in female dis
trating character, “after using a few bottles 1 was
J%«r. 7 W«tr* S>lrre», Clrwland, «‘hio.
.4ONEY, HORSE FLESH AND TIME,
sX
vert your Fluid and all other kinds of Lamps into hopes to merit a continuation of the liberal patron eases. One lady I sold it to told me that sho had
completely restored, and am now in robust health.”
.WANUKALTtHKft ANP PEAl.EIt IN
Come and trv
April 27-tf
Coal Oil Lamps, without much cost. We wtll fit age he has retnro herecoived.
GEORGE W. HOFFMAN snys lie was afflicted
received more benefit from one bottle than she did
Looking Glass, Po?trait aid Picture Frames,
Barners without charge. Country merchants sup
ajS/
with rhumatism for twenty years, in all its various
SASH, DOOKS AVI) UL.IYDS.
from a long course of medical treatment by the most
GILT, KOSE-WOOD AND MAHOGANY,
plied at very low figures.
skillful physicians.
MOtJI.DlNGS
Manufactures of Mowers and Reapers, and the above forms, and at the date of his letter he had been two
Piy
Call aud examine at the City Drug Store.
Cooking
<4Inases A I.ook ina (Jlass F1 ionics,
years well; the Bitters effecting the cure, when
Yours truly,
JAMES WILSON.
J. A. AIUDERSON,
representations will be realized or no sale Also,
June 19.
3 yy_ LIPPITT.
LITHOGRAPHS
ASB ENGRAVINGS
several
physicians
could
do
him
no
good.
He
says,
Manufacturer and Dealer in
Sugar Mills wi<l» 15. ». Evans'
1 LARGE assortment of Pictures, consisting of
“for rhumatism, dyspepsia, liver complaint, kidney
HEALTH OF AVIEBICAN YVOMEN.
SASH. DOORS AND BLINDS,
PATENT EVAPORATOR,
Fine Steel Engfatings,-Colored and Uncolored
Female irregularities, weakness, uterine displace Patented March 20th, 1860. These mills are heavy affection, or dropsy, it is a specific certuin remedy.”
O. A. Jones’ Warehouse, High-St., bet. Main and R
Lithographs, always on hand.
J. W. HUNT writes from Delphos, Allen Co., O.,
ments, and nil local uterine difficulties and constitu cast iron, and by use, proved last fall to bo unex
FURNITURE
m
R. Depot, Mt. Vernon, O.
\nti-Dyspeptjo
Cleveland, mar. 31.
LL kinds of work constantly on hand and war tional troubles of women, are entirely cured by the celled by any in these parts; and as for the Evapora (a section where Fever aud Ague prevails,) that he
Graofenberg MarshallfsUterine Catholicon.
ranted. All orders promptly executed.
tor, it is the best adapted to the business, of any most cheerfully recommends them of deeided merit
o u' o
TiYU. 7
in
all
cases
of
FEVER
AND
AGUE,
DYSPEPSIA,
In
this
connection
Miss
Beecher,
sister
of
the
WHOLES A l.r. AMI RETAIL
BANNING BUILDING, MT. VERNON, 0.
Dry Pine and Poplar Lumber, Shingles, Lath,
pattent yet in use, and is so constructed, that the
AND
GENERAL
DEBILITY.
Rev.
Henry
Ward
Beecher,
In
Letters
to
the
PeoAc., always kept for sale.
furnace part serves for a stove, fora kitchen or cook
ZEE jSL T?
Z5E 3FL
Prepared with great
f le, page 129, says: “I have nine sisters and sis- ing vegetables for stock, and all its advantages over
D. K. GALLEIIERS, M. D., writes from Van
f JT TE undersigned respectfully announces to tbe
apr26:tf.
W131 Wood Street, Pittsburgh, Pa.
ters-in-iaw, and fourteen female cousins, all mar others for convenience, has to be seen and used to Wert, Ohio, “ I most respectfully recommend the
medical care, and
ju eitizens of Knox and the surrounding counties,
S
ub
‘VTT’HEIIB will be found the largest and most comried, and all delicate and ailing. Amid the immense be properly appreciated. Those wishing to pur Sherry Wine Bitters to the notice of Dyspeptic per
tn it he has greatly enlarged his business and is
particularly
tV plcte stock of
cirele of my friends and acquaintances, I cannot re chase will bo but wise to examine this before buy sons, and to all who require a stimulating medicine.
adapted
/J
no* prepared co offer superior inducements to those
lSufft, 4Japs, Straw
Such News we are receiving Daily.
call ton married ladies born in this century and ing elsewhere.
who wish to purchase
PALM !,EA E 11ATS AND BONNETS,
country
who
are
perfectly
healthy.
”
In
cases,
how

Full
Particulars
Accompany
Each
Bottle.
Also, THRASHING MACHINES, all of the va
Cheap and Elegant Furniture.
For our spring and summer trade which will be sold
^y\« h
They are sold by Medicine Deniers generally.
ever, where the Graefenberg Cntholicon has been rious styles and descriptions made andrepaired that
Ho will at all times keep on hand a large stock of
nt tlie lowest New York and Philadelphia prices.
Price 75 cts. per bottle. J. N. 11 MtRIS iff CO.
used, we must say that health has rapidly taken was formerly made here.- Also, Plows and Plow
bureaus.
WARDROBES,
Merchants visiting our city are invited to examinethe place of disease, and ladies have become robust, Shares, Wholesale and Retail; of the Long Plow, Cincinnati, Ooio, Proprietors fur the Southern and
•«K> «C
BEDSTEADS, SOFAS, L0UNGE3,
our goods.
Western States, to whom address nil orders.
strong, vigorous and healthy.
BOOKCASES, HAT-RACKS,
right and left from No. 1 to No. 5; Iliser right and
HE
O
I
2E
cE
For sole by S. W. Lippitt-, Mt. Vernon, O.; James
Mrs. Gleason, of Elmira, says: “Beautiful indeed, loft; Crist do.; Hutchison left. Tbe Mt. Vernon
CENTRE, PIER and
William B>. Coll.
is the confiding, trusting nature of woman, but how Iron right, left, and the Clipper and Combination Blanchard, Mt. Vernon; K. S. French, Gambier; N.
DINING TABLES;
BOOK. SEBLEB,
Dayton,
Martinsburg; Montague A llosac, Frede
much
does
it
need
to
be
protected
by
a
watchfulness
Plow with the Steel Mole Board, Double Shovels,
MAHOGANY, CANE SEAT and
Stationer & Dealer in Wall Paper,
W. T. Mahon. Millwood; S. W. Sapp,
COACH AHD CARRIAGE FACTORY. that will lead her, in time of disease, to appeal to a Ac., Ac. Also Scrapers with cast points, an cxcel- ricktown;
COMMON CHAIRS, MATTKASSES, Ac.
No. 5
Block, Columbus Avenue,
medical adviser of scientific education, moral worth, lontarticle. Also, Castings, Machinery, Ac.to order. Danville; Roberts A Samuel, Columbus. fuov6-ly.
FRONT STREET, MT. VERNON, 0.
And in fact, eve: y article to be found in a first-class
Hiindiiaky, Ohio,
and
purity
of
character.
”
All
these
may
be
secured
furniture Ware-room. I will also make to order
S.
DAVIS
A
CO.
eeps
S
<>n
hand,
Standard, Miscellaneous nn4<
ILLIAM SANDERSON respect
'sxoieudoxj oyog etp
Duff & McCoy’s
by addressing tho Graefenberg company.
any article that may bo called for. I employ the
Apr24.
M. C. Furlons, Gen. Ag’t.
School Books. Blank Work, Stationery of all
Scho
fully informs the public and his
//pAisnpxa
pejudejd
ait:
sjftj
COMMRCJAEL
COLLEGE,
TeUibeSt 'vork!Ueu to be had, aud every ar.icle sold
kinds. Wrapping Paper, Wall Paper, Bordortng, Ac.,.
friends that tie continues to manufac
JOHN COCHRAN & BRO.
will be warranted. I solicit a continuation of the ture Carriages, Barouches, Rockaways, Buggies, Wa
For sale by S. W. Lippitt, Mt. Vernon; Tuttle A
at wholesale and retail, and orders filled promptly.—COLUMBHS, OHIO.
MANUFACTURERS
OF
liberal patronage heretofore extend to mo.
All kinds of Binding done on short notice.
gons, Sleighs and Chariots, in all their various styles Montague, Frederictown ; Bishop & Mishey, North
Sanduskv. April 6:1 v.
JOSEPH McCORMIGK.
Liberty; Dr. McMahon, Millwood; N. M. Dayton, Iron Railing, Iron Vaults, Vault Doors,
of finish aud proportion.
Dp. B. A. WILSON’S
HE thorough manner in which Students ol this
Window Strutters, Guards, &c.
All orders will be executed with stri A regard to du Martinsburgh; W. Conway & Co., Mt. Liberty.
Institation aro drilled in all tbe routine of bu
Piano Fortes and Rlclodeons!
A’o«. 91 Second Street and 86 Third Street
Orders for Medicines should be addressed to
YNDERTA-KIYG.
rability and beauty of finish. Repaitsivi/ also beatsiness, has gained for it the proud distinction of
The subscriber still continues the Undertaking tended to on the most reasonable terms.
MR. J. R. JACKSON,
(Between Wood and Market.) PITTSBURGH, SA,
H. B. KINGSLEY, Cleveland, Ohio,
As I use in
Business, and having an elogant Hearse is prepar° all my work the very best seasoned stuff, and employ
AVE on hand a variety of new Patterns, fancy
March 6, 1860.
Aoj jueSr the State
ELLS Haines Brothers' celebrated Piano Fortes^
As a Family Pill, Wilsox’s are particularly rccomed to attend funerals .n either town or country none but experienced mechanics, I feel confident that
and plain, suitable for all purposes. ParticuThe course of Study is full and thoroughly prac
and
Prince
’s Melodeons, at Manufacturer's Pri
meuded—simple and harmless, but highly zuedldual
Coffins made to order, in the best style, and on the all who favor me with their patronage, will be perfect
lor attention paid to enclosing Grove Lots. Jobbing
tical. All the late forms and imprevements are in
ST ARD IFO3i C&DER!
ces. All instruments warranted and kept in good,
In
their
combination.
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with
mild
shortest notiro. I can bo found -t my Furniture ly satisfied on a trial of their work. All my work
troduced, and the Faculty will guarnniee 8Dy one
done at short notice.
mar8
order. Strangers visiting Sandusky, and all personshut certain effects. The robust man and the delicate
Ware-roi.ms, la Banning’s Building, oDposite WnnH will be warranted.
after he has completed tho course, to be fully quali
desirous of purchasing, are invited to call and ex
CITY OF MARTINSBURG
war l Block. Ml Vernon, O.
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safety.
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orc buying elsewhere.
Mar.20:t-j
Dealers in all kinds Foreign and Domestic
WILLIAM D. COLT,
Til OS. ROGERS
manship, Commercial Calculations, Commercial Law
lanff becomes her own physician. They have proved
April:61y.
Sandusky, Ohio.
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tho following affections:
well improved land, lying near Mt. Vernon, 0., Banning Building, opp. Woodward Block,
-O27”V GrOOdS.
CARPETS, OIL CLOTHS, AC.,
TERMS:
Having
removed
to
wnich ho is anxious to tell at reasonable prices, and
GROCERIES,
QUEENSWARE,
HARDWARE
AT WHOLESALE AND RETAIL,
MOUNT VERNON, O.
HSADACII8, FEVER & AGUE, DYSPEPSIA, LIVER C0SPL1I5T,
For lull aud unlimited Course, $40.
for most of the purchase money will give long Credit.
BOOTS, SHOES, HATS, CAPS
NO. 55, SUPERIOR-ST., CLEVELAND, OHIO.
NO. 10 BUCKEYE BLOCK,
Students can enter at any time and review at plea
HEADACHE. FEVER & AGUE, DYSPEPSIA, LIVER COMPLAINT,
Ho desires, also, to sell his residence in Mt. Vernon sign of the Red Bedstead, and
AND
BONNETS.
Also,
Cleveland,
April
6:ly.
sure.
dU»TS that his friends will not fail to find him
Lloldea tlhair.
or to exehauge it for farming lands, orfor good real
UEADACflE, FEVER A AGUE, DYSPEPSIA, LIVER OOMPLAHT,
,, REA I )Y-M ADE C LOTT 1ING!
Tho usual time to complete the coutc is from 8 to
at his now location. He will soon mako an adf
estate, in Chicago, St. Louis or Cincinnati.
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HOWARD
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HEADACHE,
FEVER
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DYSPEPSIA,
LIVER
COMPLAHT,
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dition to his already large stock,a new assortment o ,
Daniel McDowell,
To a gentlemen wishing a comfortable and hand
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Good
boarding
can
he
<
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per
week.
PHILADELPHIA.
Costiveness, Biliousness, Neuralgia,
pleasure in announcing Butter. Eggs, Corn, Wheat, Rye, Oats, Turkeys and
Watches, Jewelry aud Silver Ware,
some residence noar Gambier, and in a very healthy
Cost of Books, Diploma tte., five dollars.
A Benevolent Institution established by special En
-L to the citizens of Mt. Vernon Chickens.
Fancy Articles for tho Holidays.
and pleasant town, this property wili be very desira
Costiveness, Biliousness, Neuralgia,
For
full
particulars,
address
and
vicimty,
that
having
been
in
dowment
for
the
Relief
of
the
Sick
and
Distressed,
He shall aim, in goods, prices, and attention,
ble. F'..r information address
C. DELANO,
Give us a call and see if we can’t beat the small
Costiveness, Biliousness, Neuralgia,
2ace hlaeSS ?°r 39 years’ in
nov 6
MeCOY A Co., Colnmhus, 0.
afflicted with Virulent and Epidemic Diseases,and
to please the public.
[Columbus, 0, Nov. 20.
Septldtf.
Mt. Vernon, 0.
villages around,such as Bladensburg, Mt. Vernon,
Costiveness, Biliousness, Neuralgia.
especially for the Cuae of Diseases of the Sexual
CH41-RR
to manufacture Utica, <tc.
JS5F* Western Episcopalian, at Gambier, please
Bown
&
Tetley,
Tea,
Coffee,
Sugar, «&c.
CHAIRband
BEDSTEADSofevery
Organs.
copy.
Wnite Granite Ware 50 cents a sett; fine Syrup
• esenpnon at hi.< stand in Ban{
HEN you want a supply of Teas, Coffees, Su
A”o. 136 Wood Street, Pittsburgh,
EDICAL ADVICE given gratis, by tho Acting
93
cts.
a
gallon;
high
colored
plain
Delaines
12?
HSdZOTiaZZEJZR.S,
gars,
Raisons,
Figs.
Dates, Prunes, Currants,
Laud k¥a.rraoisZ
~
"ngs BmUing where he hopes
Surgeon, to all who apply by letter, with a
RIFLE MANUFACTURERS,
by miking g00d work, and sOl!in’ cent.- per yard; Figured English Merino 31 j: double
ERSONS having 160 aeie La~J Warrants, by
Flour, Dried Beef, Hams. Shoulders, Pickled Pork,
Oveeiiption of their condition, (age, occupation,MPORTERS and dealers in double and single bar
Watch well your children, and when their troubles arise
width:
good
brown
Muslins
at
61
cents;
and
all
sending them to the undersigned, can have them
Fish, Lard, or anything in the line of^hii^me^. call
f
...
,at low
to receive a contin,.a”
habits of life, Ac.,) and in case of extreme poverty,
rel shot guns, sporting apparatus, gun maker.- mafrom that great bane of childhood, Worms, ascribe
loaned to pre-emptors of tho public lands, at two
ion of theliboral patroa-ig# that has heretofore been other goods at low prices.
April 24, 1860.
______ ___________
Medicines furnished free of charge.
I terials, has just received, by Express, direct from the
their illness to its true cause, and remove it by giving
Overcoats $3,50:
Good Vests $ 1,37;
hundred and fifty dollars, payable in one year se extended to him. All his work i» u,s,te of t[ie
VALUABLE REPORTS on Spermatorrhoea, and ; manufacturers,asplendidassortment ol C It’s RepeatTAKE^NOTICE.
Pants at all prices from $1,50 to $6,00.
cured by the land entered with the warrant
’
best m;,terinl, mid will be warranted to give or tire
other diseases of the Sexual Organs, and on the ing Pistols, four,five aud six inch bam Is, all ol wbi< b
Martinsburg. <»ct.26
This is an excellent chance for investment the satisfaction. Tlia patronage ol the public is res
RY’ GOODS at COST, from January 1, 1861.—
NEW REMEDIES employed in the Dispensary, sent j we will sell for cash »t as jJW prices as they canle
Asafo and sure remedy, prepared from the purest'®*,
jv!2:y
leader being rendered doubly safe, by having the pectfully solicited.
Call every body at WARNER MILLER’S.
to the afflicted in sealed letter evelopes, tree of charge, j bought in thecity of New York. Persons going to
toon
tertate, and has proved itself the most effective antidote
benefit of tho settlers improvements and selection o
Two or iliree Stamps for postage will be acceptable. Australia and California will find that they can do bet
J. »F. L,O«SB»0Y, ~~
jnn 22
FROM 25 CTS. TO $1.50 PER Y’D.
the finest lands m the West.
for
W
orms
ever
offered
to
the
publi*
Address, DR. J. SK1LLIN HOUGHTON, Acting ter by purchasing their equipage at home,than tiny
lso oil cluths, matting and hearth Surgeon.
HOUSE PAINI’EK AND GLAZIER,
jambs g.-chapman.
"" WsFSece;i ved~~
Howard Association, No. 2 Sooth Ninth can among strangers—as we give persons a chance to
Pills and Vermifuge j repnred exclusively by
June 19.
Rugs, at Mimulucturer.- Prices, at
____ Omaha. City, Nen.Tor
)//’. VERNON, OH.U.
try any of the above pistols before leaving thecity,
- M,v 15- ls60-_________ YVARNEB MILI.ER’5 Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
rom the manufacturers, a Spring supply of
f
ID
!
’
—
C
r
icr
A-iton
and
Frederick
Streets.
By order of the Directors.
nd in case of a failure wo refund the money.
si u.,4 cheapest >» town
Wall Paper, Window Blinds, Window Shades,
oicrs pi ouipl ty attended to.
Especial
Ha1 ami C ■>, tho bWARNER
IMPORTERS ARD
i-Ai
’
EAT
O1I
S(
II
ALiEACl',
'
EZRA
D.
HEARTWELL,President.
Sept. ll:tf.
BOWN A TETLEY.
MILLER’S.
and Curtain Fixtures, at
WHOLRLALK DRUGGISTS,
attention given eu HoqaS Painting, Glazing aud
h^.ue the WedUelt House, Cleveland, Ohio.
Geo. Faibcuild, Secretary.
No. 60, Corner Wood and Fourth Sts.,
dLDROY’D’S BOOK A JEWELRY STORE.
Shutter Painting,
_
augSl
s. BUBHisea
[May5.j
/. >hAlxa«B.
BLANKS of all kindi fur sole at this Office.
Philadelphia, Dec. H;y.
Marohl3tf.
Pittebnrgli, Pa.

DENTIST,

AStaken for a terra of years the rooms former
COTTON A BANE,
ly occupied by N. N. Hill, immediately over
attorneys and Counsellors at Law,
Taylor, Gantt & Co.’s, where he will prosocute
„
MT. VERNON, 0.
various duties of bis profession with an experience
W »•
ATTEND to all business Intrusted to of over 16 yoars constant practice, and an acquain
• “ toern. In any of tho Courts.
tance with all the late improvements in the art, he
T
corQor °f Main and Gambier sts., feels confident of giving entire satisfaction. The
yor I-yle , Merchant Tailoring establishment. oc20 best skill of tho profession warranted to be exercised
in every case.
JOHN A1JAMS,
On Land a largo stock of Dental Material lately
Attorney at Law and Notary Public,
procured from the ea-st.
OZFXCS---- IS WAUD*S X4W BUILDING,
Entrance ou Main rrtet, betweoon Taylor, Gantt
Mount Vernon, Ohio.
<fc Co.’s and L. Munk’e Clothing Store.
.Ilrtf.
April 19, 1559-tf_________________ ____________
WW. DUNBAR.
H. U. MANNING.
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WOuLEN FACTORY!
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FALL AND WINTER.

Compound Extract of Sarsaparilla,

PAIN KILLER,

STEWART STOVES,

Sign, Ornamental and Fresco Painter,
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FAMILY MEDICINE OFTHE AGE
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FRUIT TREES, GRAPE VINES,
Evergreens, Roses, Dahlias, &c.,
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Ague Cures
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TRUTH & MERIT?

FURLONG”F<)(FNDKY.

Leather, Hides and Oil,
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The Business Man's College!
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CHUR A\|) BEDSTEAD liAA'LFACTORy,

FAMILY PILLS.
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B. L. Fahnestock's Vermifuge

Yards~carpeting,
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